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Zusammenfassung

Der Klimawandel erfordert eine Anpassung der landwirtschaftlichen Anbausysteme, um
das derzeitige Produktionsniveau aufrechtzuerhalten oder gar zu verbessern. Trotz einiger
positiver Effekte, die sich aus einer höheren Konzentration von CO2 in der Atmosphäre
ergeben könnten, wird erwartet, dass zukünftige Trends bei Temperatur und Niederschlag
die Ernteproduktivität (Ertrag und Produktion) beeinträchtigen, insbesondere in Regionen,
die bereits heute durch hohe Temperaturen und Wasserknappheit gekennzeichnet sind.
Andererseits wird erwartet, dass eine wachsende Bevölkerung und eine veränderte Ernährung
den weltweiten Getreidebedarf anfachen. Es besteht daher ein großes Interesse an der
Erforschung möglicher Lösungen zur Anpassung der Anbausysteme an den Klimawandel
unter bestmöglicher Nutzung der verfügbaren Kenntnisse, Ressourcen und Technologien.
Pflanzenmodelle sind die meist genutzte Methode zur Abschätzung zukünftiger Auswirkungen
des Klimawandels auf die globale Pflanzenproduktivität. Lange Zeit wurden Studien zur
Pflanzenmodellierung durchgeführt, ohne Änderungen in der agronomischen Bewirtschaftung
zu berücksichtigen, die Landwirte als Reaktion auf den Klimawandel durchführen könnten.
Der Hauptgrund hierfür ist der Mangel an Daten zu Bewirtschaftungspraktiken, insbesondere
auf globaler Skala. Dies wird begleitet von einem geringen Verständnis darüber, wie
agronomische Entscheidungen getroffen werden und wie sie sich im Laufe der Zeit
verändern. Die zunehmende Verfügbarkeit globaler Bewirtschaftungs-Datensätze ermöglicht
eine Verbesserung der historischen und gegenwärtigen Einschätzungen der Ernteproduktivität.
Um jedoch Einsichten darüber zu gewinnen, wie sich die Bewirtschaftung in Zukunft verändern
könnte, ist mehr Forschung erforderlich.
Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es, das Wissen über die Anpassung von weltweit relevanten
Getreidepflanzen an den Klimawandel zu erweitern. Die zentrale Fragestellung ist, ob
globale Anbausysteme an den Klimawandel angepasst werden können, indem die Phänologie
der Kulturpflanzen durch Anpassung von Wachstumsperioden und Sorten gesteuert wird.
Während Fortschritte beim Verständnis der Aussaatentscheidung erzielt wurden, bestehen
große Wissenslücken in Bezug auf die Auswahl von Pflanzensorten, die in dieser Arbeit
angegangen werden.
Der erste Schritt in der Analyse besteht in der systematischen Bewertung der Phänologie
und der Ertragsreaktionen auf Temperaturanstieg und Sortenselektion unter Verwendung
eines Ensembles von globalen, räumlich expliziten landwirtschaftlichen Modellen („Global
Gridded Crop Models“). Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass die Phänologie ein entscheidender
Mechanismus für Temperatureffekte auf die Ernteerträge ist und dass die Verwendung von
Sorten, die die ursprünglichen Wachstumsperioden einhalten, eine wirksame Strategie ist,
um temperaturbedingte Produktionsverluste bei der Ernte auszugleichen. Ein vollständiger

Ausgleich ist jedoch nur bis zu 2 K Erwärmung (global gleichmäßiger Temperaturanstieg
in Raum und Zeit) und anschließender Abkühlung möglich. Darüber hinaus wird in dieser
Studie die Komplexität der Anpassung durch phänologisches Management herausgestellt, die
den nächsten Analyseschritt motiviert.
Hier wird ein neuartiger Ansatz vorgeschlagen, um die Entscheidung der Landwirte für
die Auswahl der dem lokalen Klima angepassten Anbauperioden zu formalisieren. Das
Ergebnis der Analyse ist ein regelbasierter Algorithmus, der phänologische Zyklen der
Kulturpflanzen auswählt, um die Zeit für die Ertragsbildung zu maximieren und Temperaturund Wasserstress während der Wachstumszyklen zu minimieren. Diese Studie ergänzt bereits
veröffentlichte Ansätze zur Simulation klimabedingter Aussaatdaten.
Schließlich werden regelbasierte berechnete Aussaattermine und Wachstumsperioden verwendet, um globale Muster von Sorten zu parametrisieren, die an aktuelle und zukünftige
Klimaszenarien angepasst sind, und Auswirkungen auf die globale Pflanzenproduktion zu
quantifizieren. Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass eine regelbasierte Anpassung der Pflanzenphänologie dazu beitragen kann, die negativen Auswirkungen des Temperaturanstiegs abzumildern
und die positiven Auswirkungen des CO2 -Düngungseffekts auszunutzen.
Insgesamt zeigt diese Arbeit, dass die Auswirkungen des Klimawandels auf die Ernteproduktivität erheblich variieren können, je nachdem, welche Annahmen zur agronomischen
Bewirtschaftung getroffen werden. In allen hier untersuchten Fällen liefern Szenarien, in
denen Änderungen im Management vernachlässigt werden, die pessimistischste Prognose für
die zukünftige Pflanzenproduktion. Relativ einfache Ansätze zur Berechnung angepasster
Aussaatdaten und Sorten bieten eine Grundlage für die Berücksichtigung autonomer
Anpassungsschemata als integraler Bestandteil globaler Modelle.
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Abstract

Climate change is posing a challenge to current cropping systems, if production levels are to
be maintained or even enhanced. Despite some positive effects that might derive from higher
concentrations of CO2 in the atmosphere, future trends in temperature and precipitation
are expected to negatively impact crop productivity (yields and production), especially in
regions that are, already today, characterized by high temperatures and water shortages. On
the other hand, growing population and changing diets are expected to force up the global
demand for agricultural products. Therefore, exploring possible solutions for the adaptation
of cropping systems to a changing climate is of high interest, making best use of the available
knowledge, resources and technologies.
Crop models are the most frequently used method for estimating future climate change effects
on global crop productivity. For long, crop modelling studies have been conducted without
accounting for changes in the agronomic management that farmers might implement in
response to climate change. This omission has been caused by data scarcity on management
practices, especially at the global scale. This has come along with a low level of understanding
on how agronomic decisions are taken and how they evolve over time. The increasing
availability of global management datasets allows for an improvement of historical and
present crop productivity estimates. Yet, to provide insights in future management changes,
more research is needed.
The aim of this thesis is to advance knowledge on the adaptation of world-wide relevant grain
crops to climate change. The central research question is whether global cropping systems
can be adapted to climate change by managing crop phenology through adjusting growing
periods and cultivars. While advancements have been made in understanding sowing dates
decision making, large knowledge gaps exist on crop cultivar choice which will be addressed
by this thesis.
The first step in the analysis is to systematically assess phenology and yield responses to
temperature increase and cultivar selection, making use of an ensemble of Global Gridded
Crop Models. Results show that phenology is a key mechanism of temperature impact on
crop yields and that the use of cultivars that maintain original growing periods is an effective
strategy to compensate temperature-induced crop production losses. Yet, full compensation
is possible only up to 2 K of warming (globally uniform temperature increase in space and
time) and declines thereafter. Moreover, this study emphasizes the complexity of adaptation
via phenological management, motivating the next step of the analysis.
In the second study, a novel approach is proposed to formalize farmers’ decision-making
for choosing cropping periods adapted to local climate. The outcome of the analysis is a
rule-based algorithm that selects crop phenological cycles aiming at maximizing the time

for yield formation and minimizing temperature and water stresses during the crop growth
cycles. This study complements previously published approaches to simulate climate-driven
sowing dates.
Finally, rule-based computed sowing dates and growing periods are used to parametrize
global patterns of cultivars adapted to present and future climate scenarios and to quantify
their effects on global crop production. Results indicate that rule-based crop phenology
adaptation can aid alleviating negative impacts of temperature increase and help exploiting
positive effects due to the CO2 fertilization effect.
Overall, this thesis demonstrates that the impacts of climate change on crop productivity can
vary substantially, depending on which assumptions are made on agronomic management. In
all cases explored here, scenarios that neglect any changes in management return the most
pessimistic projection on future crop production. Relatively simple approaches to compute
adapted sowing dates and cultivars provide a base for considering autonomous adaptation
schemes as an integral component of global scale modelling frameworks.
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1
Introduction
1.1

Studying the Earth System – a global and multidisciplinary perspective

The term Earth System has been defined as “the suite of interacting physical, chemical and
biological global-scale cycles and energy fluxes that provide the support system for life at the
surface of the planet” (Steffen, Crutzen, and McNeill, 2007). The concept was introduced
after recognizing the importance of the close interlink between the geophysical and biological
spheres in defining the status of the planetary environment where the human society lives.
The recent rapid global social and environmental changes have raised awareness on the
crucial role played by humans within the Earth System processes.
The contemporary human society has been developing over the past 10 000 years, during a
geological epoch, the Holocene, characterized by a relatively stable biophysical environment
(Steffen et al., 2015) (Fig. 1.1). During this time, humans have affected the functioning of
the Earth System at the global scale, with impacts variable in time and space (Certini and
Scalenghe, 2015). Starting from the Industrial Revolution (ca. 1800 A.D.), human impacts
have gained magnitudes large enough to effectively push the planet outside the range of
variability of the Holocene, possibly into a new geological epoch. Due to the central role
played by humans, this new epoch has been called the Anthropocene (Steffen, Crutzen, and
McNeill, 2007; Rockström et al., 2009a), and it is characterized by a much warmer and
biotically different state of the Earth System (IPCC, 2013; Steffen et al., 2016). Although
the paleo-climatic records show that warmer greenhouse states of the Earth System have
already occurred, such conditions have never been experienced during the Prehistory and
History of the Homo sapiens (Steffen et al., 2016) (Fig. 1.1). Therefore, it is not known
yet whether humans will be able to survive on a changing planet and in this case, how
society will evolve and cope with the dual role of being at the same time drivers of global
changes and an endangered species. Science is addressing these questions by describing and
quantifying (i) how far are humans pushing the Earth System away from the Holocene; (ii)
how heavily this changes will feedback on ecosystems and human society; (iii) what is the
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humans’ capacity to survive and further develop under such new conditions? These questions
are not exclusively of interest for science, but have also large practical implications for each
individual person, to an extent that they have also become central in the public debate
and at the political and global governance levels. In 2015 the United Nations have adopted
2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development (United Nations, 2015a), setting seventeen goals
to tackle climatic and ecological challenges, along with social justice and improved wealth.
Therefore, a big challenge of contemporary science is to integrate knowledge across several
scales and disciplines of the Earth System, connecting together biophysical and socio-economic
dimensions of this complex and dynamic system (Schellnhuber, 1999; Schellnhuber, Frieler,
and Kabat, 2013).

Figure 1.1: Temperature anomalies relative to 1961-1990 global means over the past 65 Million
years and future projections for four Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs 2.6, 4.5, 6.0,
8.5). Warm epochs and more recent periods that offer possible climate analogs for the future are
indicated by red arrows (modified from Burke et al. (2018)). Black arrows indicate approximate
dates of human (pre-)history events (History of the world in Wikipedia, 2019).

1.2

The food sub-system under the current global changes

Humans are part of the biosphere and share with the other living organisms those processes
that are critical to sustain life on the Earth, such as the exchange of energy and matter
(Miller, 1976) within the global food web (Strong and Frank, 2010). The food sub-system
is at the base of the human livelihood, health, economy and culture. It aims at producing
all necessary macro- and micro-nutrients in sufficient quantities and distributing food to
each individual person. It includes several biophysical and socio-economic activities, in the
first place agricultural production of crops, livestock, fisheries, and wild foods. Moreover
it requires the manufacturing and distribution of inputs (seed, animal feed, fertilizers, pest
control); food processing, packaging, storage, transport and distribution; marketing and
retail; catering; domestic food management; and waste disposal (Vermeulen, Campbell, and
Ingram, 2012).
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1.2.1

The economics of food production

Food production is driven by food demand, which depends on population dynamics, on wealth
level and distribution, and on people’s diets, such as the share of plant- and animal-based
products consumed (Bodirsky et al., 2015; Food and Agriculture Organization, 2018).
Food production is constrained by biophysical, technological and socio-economic limitations.
The ability of producing food depends on the continued functioning of the biophysical system
(Willett et al., 2019), of which constrains include climatic conditions, land availability, land
fertility and water resources. Although agriculture is the result of the trial-and-error daily
farmers’ practice, its history is strongly coupled with scientific knowledge and technological
progress. In the past, technological innovation has considerably increased the productivity
of agricultural systems per unit of land (Ray et al., 2013). The most prominent example has
been the so called Green Revolution (started in the 1960s), which within only 40 years has
doubled agricultural production through the intensification of the production factors, such
as genetically improved varieties, synthetic fertilizers, irrigation and mechanization (Khush,
2001).
The production of agricultural goods is tightly coupled with the micro- and macro-economy,
and thus with fluctuations of food prices (Nelson et al., 2013), land use patterns (Schmitz
et al., 2014), farm structure and size (Herrero et al., 2017), access to the market and policies
(Verburg, Ellis, and Letourneau, 2011). Global food demand is projected to strongly increase
in the future decades (Godfray et al., 2010) with a shift in diets towards animal-based
products (Bodirsky et al., 2015), which will push the food system to both increase production
and escalate the scarcity of limited resources.

1.2.2

Food production contribution to global environmental changes

Food production is among the largest causes of global environmental changes (Willett et al.,
2019). In order to produce food and other agricultural services, humans have been converting
large portion (∼40%) of the global terrestrial ecosystems to cropland and grassland. This
has generated a wide range of effects on both the physical and biological spheres (Foley,
2005). Cropland has been partly or completely replacing natural landscapes. This, in most
cases, has been causing a decline in biodiversity and loss of habitats for many species, up to
their extinction (Molotoks et al., 2018).
Agriculture uses large volumes of water. Although most of the current cropland is still
rainfed (the area equipped for irrigation is only 18% (Portmann, Siebert, and Döll, 2010)),
there has been a rapid increase in area equipped for irrigated land since 1900 (Siebert et al.,
2015). Water consumption in the agriculture sector competes with water demand from other
sectors, as well as with natural ecosystems. Water withdrawal for human activities subtracts
this resource from ecosystems that often go below the water flow required for their own
health and maintenance (Gerten et al., 2013). Land use has also large impacts on the global
biogeochemical cycles. The clearance of natural vegetation and the harvest of biomass modify
natural carbon fluxes and stocks (Wolf et al., 2015; Balesdent et al., 2018). The cultivation
of soils reduces biomass input through harvest and increases mineralization rates, with a
consequent decline in soil organic matter content (Lal, 2004). Moreover, the application of
fertilizers to provide nitrogen and phosphorous as macro-nutrients to the cultivated crops,
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generates a cascade of detrimental effects on the surrounding natural ecosystems as well
as on natural resources of primary importance for human societies, as fresh water bodies
(Galloway et al., 2003).
The modification of the biogeochemical cycles has direct impacts on the main drivers of
climate change. Deforestation and soil cultivation contribute to the CO2 enrichment of the
atmosphere, which is the main driver of global temperature increase (IPCC, 2013). Moreover,
land use has been amplifying the seasonal cycle of atmospheric CO2 concentration (Zeng et al.,
2014). Agriculture is the main emission source of non-CO2 greenhouse gasses. Ruminants and
paddy rice cultivation are among the largest anthropogenic sources of methane (CH4 ), while
the application of nitrogen fertilizers is the major source of nitrous oxide (N2 O) emissions
(IPCC, 2013). Land-cover and land-use change directly affect the surface energy balance
from local to global scale by changing the properties of the vegetation cover and seasonality
in terms of albedo, roughness and evapotranspiration fluxes, which can either mitigate or
deteriorate climate change effects (Sacks and Kucharik, 2011; Davin et al., 2014; Li et al.,
2016; Erb et al., 2016; Lombardozzi et al., 2018).
Food production therefore needs to develop towards sustainable practices. A considerable
amount of studies are investigating options for improving agricultural sustainability, in order
to maintain its own functions as well as to safeguard the other ecosystems and human
health (Pretty, 2008). Sustainable Intensification is widely proposed as a win-win strategy
to both achieve human well-being and to protect the environment, although it is difficult to
simultaneously attain benefits across multiple social-ecological dimensions due to the existing
trade-offs between them (Rasmussen et al., 2018). It is also proposed that the demand-side
processes (food diets, consumption, waste) may also need to be managed in order to lower
their negative environmental impacts, by e.g. reducing animal-based food consumption
(Rockström et al., 2009b; Food and Agriculture Organization, 2018). Overall, to be effective
in increasing the sustainability of the food system, different strategies from shifting towards
healthy diets, sustainable agricultural intensification and reduction of food losses and waste
should be implemented and coordinated across different scales from individual choices, local
policies and intergovernmental efforts (Willett et al., 2019).

1.2.3

Resilience and adaptation of agricultural systems to climate change

The human-induced changes in the Earth System feedback to the human systems themselves.
The massive emission of greenhouse gasses and the modification of the surface energy balance
produced by human activities have been altering the natural state and variability of the global
climate, a process that is defined as climate change attributable to human activities (IPCC,
2013). Agricultural primary productivity is highly dependent on atmospheric composition,
weather and climate, and it is therefore sensitive to climate change.
The recent past has been characterized by significant trends in some climatic variables that
play a role in crop productivity. The atmospheric CO2 mole fraction has been increasing from
278±5 ppm in 1750 (IPCC, 2013) to more than 400 ppm of the present day (Dlugokencky
and Tans, 2019). Starting around the end of the 19th century, the global mean surface
temperature has been progressively rising (IPCC, 2013) reaching approximately 1 ◦ C of
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warming in 2017 (IPCC, 2018). Higher temperatures intensify the global hydrological
cycle, with higher evaporation rates and increased global precipitation. Trends in global
temperature and precipitation are, however, different across regions and seasons. Surface
temperature increase has been faster on land than on the oceans and at higher latitudes
than in the tropics (IPCC, 2013). Moreover, rainfall patterns are being exacerbated with
precipitation increasing in already wet regions and decreasing in the dryer subtropical regions
(Rojas et al., 2019). Climate change is also detected by the frequency of extreme events,
which, for instance, in Europe has been found to be much higher now that just a few years
ago (return time of extremely hot summer is ten times smaller now than in the early 2000s)
(Christidis, Jones, and Stott, 2014). Future projections indicate that even if ambitious efforts
were immediately undertaken at both the societal and policy level to drastically reduce
net greenhouse gas emissions, it would not be possible to completely arrest climate change
(IPCC, 2018), due to the thermal inertia of the Earth that delays its responses to climate
forcings (Hansen, 2005).
Agricultural systems are dynamic, as they continuously co-evolve with their biophysical
and socio-economic environment (Schiere, Darnhofer, and Duru, 2012). Climate change is
rapidly modifying the environmental conditions (most importantly CO2 , temperature and
precipitation) of global agricultural systems, posing risks to food production and additional
challenges on top of those regarding environmental sustainability and production increase.
Crop yield is the most widely used metric to quantify the productivity of cropping systems.
It is defined as the weight at some agreed standard moisture content of harvestable product
(grain or other plant parts of economic interest), per unit of land area harvested per crop cycle
(usually reported in t ha−1 ). Yield is measured at different scales (plot, field, farm, district,
region or country) and for different purposes (economic value, scientific experimentation,
statistics reports) (Fischer, 2015). To quantify food-crops productivity, yields can eventually
be converted into calories, as this unit better reflects the value of the food in terms of its
energy content, although still too simplified to reflect the complexity of food nutritional
values (Müller, Elliott, and Levermann, 2014; Willett et al., 2019). Yield is built through
plant growth (primary production) and phenological development (progress through life-cycle
phases). Primary production is the result of the plant biochemical conversion of energy (solar
radiation), water, atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2 ) and mineral nutrients into organic
biomass, which is then allocated to different organs (roots, leaves, flowers, and grains).
Phenological development determines the time available for primary productivity and the
transition of the plant between life-cycle phases, characterized by different plant structural
features and functions (e.g. canopy expansions, grain filling) (Egli, 2011).
Being sessile organisms, crops are exposed to the large range of environmental conditions
and have to cope with a series of stresses that limit their productivity.
Atmospheric CO2 is essential for plant primary productivity, being the primary reagent of
photosynthetic reactions. The C3 and C4 are the two main photosynthetic pathways relevant
for agricultural crops (von Caemmerer, 2000). Crops grown under higher CO2 concentrations
generally show higher yields, a phenomenon called CO2 fertilization. The effect is due to
a decreased photorespiration and partial stomatal closure, which limits transpiration. The
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effect is more pronounced in C3 species, whereas C4 species that have a mechanism to
minimize photorespiration, are advantaged only under water limiting conditions due to the
increase in water use efficiency (Long et al., 2005; Kimball, 2016).
Crops are exposed to ambient temperatures occurring in the location where they grow and
they can only partially self-regulate their internal temperature. Temperature affects directly
or indirectly all biochemical reactions and physiological processes that take place in the plant
growth , such as phenology, transpiration, photosynthesis, respiration (Sage and Kubien,
2007; Parent et al., 2010; Parent and Tardieu, 2012). Studies conducted at various scales and
with different methods, have shown that increases in average daily temperature generally
cause reduction in crop yields (Lobell, Schlenker, and Costa-Roberts, 2011; Asseng et al.,
2014; Zhao et al., 2017). Under global warming crops will be also exposed to critically high
temperatures (Gourdji, Sibley, and Lobell, 2013; Teixeira et al., 2013), which can irreversibly
damage the crop tissues and organs, especially during the reproductive phases of development
when yield is being formed (Barnabás, Jäger, and Fehér, 2007; Hatfield and Prueger, 2015).
Plants uptake water from soil and release it to the atmosphere through the stomata in a
process called transpiration, which is essential for nutrient uptake and solutes transport
within the plant as well as for regulating the temperature of the plant tissues. Water and its
management is therefore crucial in agricultural fields (Passioura, 2006; Bodner, Nakhforoosh,
and Kaul, 2015). Precipitation deficit and drought have large impacts in reducing primary
productivity (Ciais et al., 2005) and crop yields (Daryanto, Wang, and Jacinthe, 2017; Glotter
and Elliott, 2016). Precipitation distributions are expected to become more uneven under
climate change affecting future crop yields (Fishman, 2016).
Resilience is “the capacity of a system to absorb disturbances and reorganize while undergoing
changes” and therefore to persist despite the occurrence of new conditions (Walker et al.,
2004). The resilience of agricultural systems under climate change depends on their capacity
and ability to buffer disturbances, adapt and transform (Folke et al., 2010). Adaptation to
climate change has been defined as the process of adjustment to actual or expected climate
and its effects in order to moderate or avoid harm or to exploit beneficial opportunities.
Adaptation can be incremental or transformational depending on whether the actions
maintain or drastically change the attributes of a system (IPCC, 2014; Kates, Travis,
and Wilbanks, 2012). Adaptation can also be either autonomous or planned, depending
on whether the necessary measures already exist and can be directly implemented by
farmers, or whether before taking actions it is necessary to assess their costs and benefits,
a process that requires the collaboration of e.g. practitioners, scientists and policy makers
(Füssel, 2007). Incremental and autonomous adaptations to climate change typically include
adjustments of agronomic practices, such as shifting sowing dates; choosing genotypes with
more appropriate phenology or stress tolerance; altering fertilization and irrigation practices;
using in season weather forecasts for better planning of agronomic interventions; and the
introduction of insurance systems for farmers (Ainsworth and Ort, 2010; Olesen et al., 2011).
Transformational adaptation requires instead more profound modifications of the production
system (Kates, Travis, and Wilbanks, 2012) that can take place at the farm scale by e.g.
crop diversification, soil management, water harvesting (Altieri and Nicholls, 2017) or at
larger scales such as land-use change or crop-land expansion.
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Scientific investigation of agricultural systems under climate change

Scientific research has progressively become indispensable for understanding ongoing global
changes and for exploring possible ways forward for human societies. Scientific evidences
are nowadays the base for discussing, negotiating and implementing climate change policies.
The Paris Agreement, where countries recognized “the urgent threat of climate change on
the basis of the best available scientific knowledge” and agreed upon “undertaking ambitious
efforts to combat climate change and adapt to its effects” (UNFCCC, 2015) is a manifest
example. In this context, the ability of agriculture to continuously and sustainably produce
food is a central concern for governance at local to global levels (United Nations, 2015a;
Food and Agriculture Organization, 2018).
The scientific investigation of agricultural systems under climate change is generally conducted
along three disciplinary lines of research: 1) climatology, studying the physics of the climate
system and how it evolves under changing forcings, including the feedback from land use
activities (e.g. increasing greenhouse gas emissions, change in albedo) (Taylor, Stouffer,
and Meehl, 2012); 2) agroecology, studying the biophysical effects of climate and human
management on agro-ecosystems (Tomich et al., 2011); 3) agricultural economics, studying
the economic consequences of climate change on agricultural sectors and the responses of
economic actors (McCarl and Hertel, 2018). A further step consists in integrating disciplinary
knowledge into comprehensive approaches in order to study the chain of impacts from climate
to human systems and their feedback (Nelson et al., 2013; Frieler et al., 2017b). This thesis
is a disciplinary contribution to agroecology, but the methodological approaches and the
findings are defined and discussed to inform the broader frame of integrated studies.

1.3.1

The agro-ecological perspective

From a natural sciences perspective, agricultural systems are terrestrial ecosystems in which
humans intervene by controlling physical (soil fertility) and biological (species composition)
factors in order to produce food or other goods (Robinson, 2014). Agroecology applies
ecological concepts and principles to study the interactions between plants, animals, humans
and the environment within agricultural systems, and to design and manage sustainable
food systems (Dalgaard, Hutchings, and Porter, 2003; Gliessman, 2014).
The study of agroecosystems necessarily (although not solely) considers primary productivity
as a central variable of interest. Yield is a highly integrated trait and its response to the
external factors is the combined response of all underlying yield components (e.g. number
of spikes, spike length, seeds per spike, individual seed weight) and determinants (e.g. root
extent and leaf area) that are sensitive to those factors (Parent et al., 2017). The many macroand micro-environmental conditions to which the plant is exposed during its life (or annual)
cycle determine the yield gain of a given growing season. Such conditions can be limiting,
generating stresses that reduce growth and ultimately the yield. Abiotic stresses include low
or high temperatures, deficit or excess of water and nutrients, low or high light intensity, air
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pollutants and toxic substances. Plant responses to stresses are dynamic and complex, as
they involve multiple phases and pathways from stress reception to signaling and processes
regulation (Cramer et al., 2011). Yield is hence variable from year to year depending on the
interaction of three main components: genotype (G), the heritable information carried by the
plant genome, environment (E), mainly weather, soil physics and chemistry, biotic factors
(e.g. parasitism, symbiosis or mutualisms with other living organisms) and management (M)
agronomic practices applied by the farmers (Schauberger, Rolinski, and Müller, 2016; Chenu
et al., 2017; Rötter et al., 2018).
One key research challenge within contemporary agroecology is to connect agricultural
and environmental sciences, in order to understand the relationships between field-level
agroecological processes and broader environmental phenomena, such as climate change
(Tomich et al., 2011). Research questions in this direction include: How climate change
affects productivity of cropping systems? How does it influence agricultural management?
And how can agricultural management be designed to make the best use of available natural
resources in order to sustainably produce food?

1.3.2

Scientific methods to study the agroecosystems

Direct experimentation is the basis of research in agricultural sciences. Agronomic trials,
where crops are grown under different management settings, have been intensively used to
evaluate productivity performances of cropping systems, and then extended to assess the
effects on e.g. soil fertility and environmental pollution. Experiments are however slow, labor
intensive, and affected by the large number of variables that cannot be controlled for in a
complex ecological system. Moreover the experimental design becomes very complex as soon
as additional environmental and social dimensions are considered (Antle, 2019).
In the 1960s, when computational tools and power started taking off, agricultural sciences
conceived the first crop models to quantify the responses of the crops to complex sets of
conditions. Since then, crop models have been developed for a wide range of purposes
such as to increase the understanding of the soil-plant-atmosphere processes, as decisionsupport systems from farm to regional scales, to assess and guide sustainable development of
agro-ecosystems and to assess climate change effects on agricultural productivity (Di Paola,
Valentini, and Santini, 2015; Fath, 2018; Chenu et al., 2017). Crop models are generally
classified, although with some overlap, as either statistical or process-based models (Schils
et al., 2012; Jones et al., 2017; Lobell and Asseng, 2017). These two model types differ in
their methods and scope.
Statistical crop models consist of direct functional relationships, built between explained and
explanatory variables. To estimate effects of climate change on crop yields, these models use
regression techniques trained on historical yields and aggregated input variables, such as
growing season average temperature or precipitation (Lobell and Burke, 2010). To account
for the complexity of the systems, statistical techniques have been developed to build models
based on multiple explanatory variables simultaneously. The main objective of such models
is to accurately predict yields and to quantify the relative influence of each explanatory
variable and factor (Di Paola, Valentini, and Santini, 2015).
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Process-based crop simulation models integrate the theories on individual processes (flow of
energy and matter) primarily to conceptualize the functioning of agro-ecosystems (Porter
and Semenov, 2005; Di Paola, Valentini, and Santini, 2015; Muller and Martre, 2019a). Each
process is then represented by a mathematical function and by its interdependency with
other processes. The mathematical functions can be statistical models themselves, of which
the outcome is then integrated over e.g. time or space. Parameters in process-based models
ideally have a biological meaning and a measurable unit. They estimate multiple output
variables simultaneously (e.g. biomass growth and water consumption) (Rötter et al., 2018),
therefore allowing for a more comprehensive assessment of the agroecosystems.

1.3.3

Modelling crop management for adaptation

Both statistical and process-based models are extensively used approaches to understand and
anticipate the effects of future climate change on crop physiology and productivity. However,
for projecting how cropping systems might evolve under future scenarios, a necessary further
step is to investigate the evolution of production systems considering the strategies (crop
breeding and agronomy) that farmers might use to cope with a changing environment
(Challinor et al., 2018).
This thesis aims at investigating cropping systems adaptation to climate change by managing
crop phenology from a global-scale perspective. For this purpose, process-based crop models
have been chosen as method of analysis, as they are generally better suited than statistical
ones for exploring agronomic and genetic adaptation (Lobell and Asseng, 2017). First,
they allow mechanistic understanding of the processes underlying crop productivity, by
explicitly representing soil-plant-atmosphere processes, interactions and feedbacks. Second,
they estimate multiple output variables simultaneously, which allows for a combined analysis
of yield and phenological outputs (e.g. maturity dates). Third and most importantly, they
simulate the temporal evolution of crop growth within a single growing season. This is
essential for exploring the responses of crop phenology to climate variables. There are a
number of process-based crop models that are currently applied at the global scale to study
climate change impact and adaptation. These have been developed from either site-based
crop models or from ecosystem models. The former were originally developed to simulate
crop yield responses to the environment and agronomic management, while the latter to
simulate carbon, water and nutrient fluxes across global land areas, and included agricultural
crop simulation in a second stage to improve representation of those dynamics (Rosenzweig
et al., 2014; Müller et al., 2019).
1.3.3.1

Agronomic management information in crop models

Crop models require biophysical variables, such as atmospheric CO2 concentration, weather
variables, soil type, as input data. Additionally, they need information on a set of agronomic
management practices and their schedule, which usually include crop growing periods, crop
cultivars, irrigation and fertilizers (Rosenzweig et al., 2014). Some also considers soil tillage
(Lutz, Stoorvogel, and Müller, 2019) and crop-residues management (Lutz et al., 2019).
Although in principle, process-based models allow for representing such management practices
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with a high level of detail, in practice it depends on information availability, model purpose
and process understanding (Erb et al., 2016). Site-based crop models have been typically
relying on experimental data and on the knowledge of the local farming practices. As
opposed, models at the global scale retrieve information from globally compiled datasets,
where possible, or need to define assumptions and scenarios on the temporal and spatial
distribution of management practices (Rosenzweig et al., 2014; Elliott et al., 2015). The
increasing number of global scale studies in agricultural sciences, has been driving up the
demand of data on global agronomic practices to be used within various modelling frameworks
(Makowski et al., 2014; McDermid, Mearns, and Ruane, 2017; Pongratz et al., 2017). Today
datasets are available for land use (Portmann, Siebert, and Döll, 2010), crop growing periods
(Portmann, Siebert, and Döll, 2010; Sacks et al., 2010), nitrogen (Conant, Berdanier, and
Grace, 2013; Nishina et al., 2017), phosphorous (Powers et al., 2019), irrigation (Siebert
et al., 2015), tillage types (Porwollik et al., 2019).
These data provide extremely valuable information for exploring mitigation and adaptation
strategies to climate change. However, the technical implementation of such management
effect into global crop models is often hampered by mismatches between the information
detail reported in observation datasets and the detail of process representation in models
(Pongratz et al., 2017). Often, data lack detail on within-growing season and inter-annual
temporal variation, which are crucial in determining crop yields and environmental impacts
(e.g. the same annual nitrogen application rate can be applied all in one event or split into
smaller amounts during the growing season, determining a different nutrient availability for
the crop and losses in the environment) (Hutchings et al., 2012; Erb et al., 2016). For some
land management practices, such as crop species selection, even if datasets are available,
the level of understanding of their effects and of how they vary across climate and soils
hamper their implementation in dynamic modelling (Erb et al., 2016). Moreover, global-scale
datasets are generally not purely observation based, but rather a hybrid product between
observations, modelling techniques and assumptions for filling missing data (Portmann,
Siebert, and Döll, 2010). This introduces uncertainty and limit their use for both process
understanding and for model evaluation (Porwollik et al., 2017).
1.3.3.2

Implementing adaptation strategies in crop models

Observational data by definition refer to the past. In modelling exercises, in absence of a
full understanding of their possible evolution, past management practices are assumed to
remain unchanged also under climate change. Yet, in order to assess agronomic adaptation
strategies to future climate it is necessary to implement changes in management practices too.
A common modelling approach for adaptation assessments is to perform sensitivity analysis
of crop productivity under different management scenarios and to identify which return the
highest yield (Barbottin, Bail, and Jeuffroy, 2006; Bassu et al., 2009; Cammarano et al.,
2012; Semenov et al., 2014; Zimmermann et al., 2017; Ruiz-Ramos et al., 2018). Management
scenarios include sometimes more than one practice (e.g. sowing dates, cultivars and
irrigation) so that packages of combined management practices and their interaction can
be assessed to identify the best adaptation strategy (Cammarano et al., 2012; Rötter et al.,
2013; Ruiz-Ramos et al., 2018). This approach however hampers the implementation of
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adaptation of cropping systems in the context of Earth Systems (McDermid, Mearns, and
Ruane, 2017) or Integrated Assessment modelling (van Vuuren et al., 2009). The high number
of simulations required becomes very expensive in terms of computational and data storage
resources. Besides, it dramatically complicates the analysis, if the study does not specifically
aim at comparing adaptation scenarios, but rather considers adaptation as part of a larger set
of measures within a scenario (e.g. socio-economic pathways) (Challinor et al., 2018). The
limits of the scenarios comparison approach can be overcome by a “modelling-the-manager”
approach. This implies understanding the decision-making process underlying agronomic
management practices, conceptualizing it into a model and dynamically implement this
into crop modelling approaches (Aubry, Papy, and Capillon, 1998; Debaeke and Aboudrare,
2004; Dury et al., 2011a; Moore et al., 2014). Chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis present the
development and application of an approach to simulate adapted crop cultivars at the global
scale. A previous example of this kind has been published by Waha et al. (2012) on sowing
dates. Alternatively, the model can be derived on a more empirical base, without thoroughly
investigating the decisions underlying farming practices (Bondeau et al., 2007; Lindeskog
et al., 2013; van Bussel et al., 2015; Mathison et al., 2018). The modelling-the-manager
approach can shift the focus from creating artificial scenarios by trying all combinations of
management options to creating scenarios that have different adaptation target (e.g. optimize
the use of natural resources (Debaeke and Aboudrare, 2004)). Furthermore, it has some
advantages in terms of simulating systems closer to their functioning in the “real world”. In
fact, farmers operate and adapt their agroecosystem even in the absence or uncertainty of
structured scientific knowledge (Hay, Porter, et al., 2006; Doré et al., 2011; Olesen et al.,
2012). Therefore, they develop valuable experience-based knowledge that can help to adapt
also if there is imperfect information transfer from scientific research, and that on the other
hand can help science its self, identifying viable adaptation options (Doré et al., 2011).
Consequently, being able to model current agronomic decision-making can help identifying
opportunities that can be more easily received and adopted by farmers (Aubry, Papy, and
Capillon, 1998).

1.3.4

Phenology: a key process in the interaction of crop, climate and
adaptation

Phenology is the sequential production, differentiation, expansion and loss of structural
units of the plant (Hay, Porter, et al., 2006). Phenology is affected by climate, genotype
and management (Rezaei, Siebert, and Ewert, 2017; Rezaei et al., 2018). The timing of
the phenological events (e.g. flowering) in the growing season is mainly driven by the
responses to temperature per se, vernalization and photoperiod. The response of crops
to these factors is genetically regulated and it is crop- and cultivar- specific. All crops
and phenological phases are sensitive to temperature per se, but cardinal temperatures
are considered crop-specific. Moreover, sensitivity to photoperiod and vernalization is very
different across species, cultivars and phenological phases including complete insensitivity
(Distelfeld, Li, and Dubcovsky, 2009; Slafer et al., 2015).
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The time of sowing is purely management driven. It sets the starting point of the growing
period and therefore determines the weather to which the crop growth cycle will be exposed
(White et al., 2012). This affects the length of the subsequent phenological phases; the crop
resources allocation to various yield determinants (e.g. rooting depth, number of leaves
and or tiller, number of grains); and the risk of encountering stresses, such as frost or high
temperatures (e.g. Hunt et al. (2019). The choice of species, cultivars and sowing dates are
therefore fundamental management options to match the resources and limitation of the
production environment and play a crucial role in adapting cropping systems to different
regions and climates (Summerfield, Ellis, and Craufurd, 1996; Bassu et al., 2009; Kamran,
Iqbal, and Spaner, 2014; Nakamichi, 2014). The adaptation of cropping systems to climate
change therefore cannot do without understanding future crop phenological patterns and the
strategic role played by agronomic management and breeding in building resilience capacity.
Dynamic crop models simulate both growth and phenological development. Models at
the global scale have implemented very different levels of detail in the phenological stages
represented, the most simple approach having a single phase from emergence to physiological
maturity (Schaphoff et al., 2018), while more detail ones (Hank, Bach, and Mauser, 2015)
can cover the entire BBCH scale (Meier, 1997) progression, which allows for coding up to 100
phenological stages. The development rate is expressed as a function of temperature, based
on the thermal-time theory, eventually modified to account for vernalization and photoperiod
responses (Hay, Porter, et al., 2006).
Crop models are thus suitable tools for exploring phenology responses to climate change.
Moreover, they can be used to understand and guide management decisions, also for climate
change adaptation. This is a relatively recent area of application, particularly in global scale
modelling. If previous effort have developed modelling approaches to dynamically simulate
sowing dates under changing climate, much less is known about the representation of cultivar
diversity and spatial distribution (Chenu et al., 2017).

1.4

Scope and aims of the thesis

This thesis analyzes the role of phenology in the agronomic adaptation of global cropping
systems under both present climate and future scenarios. The outline follows the three main
objectives that have guided this work: (i) to study the effects of temperature increase on
crop productivity and phenology (chapter 2); (ii) to model the agronomic management of
crop phenology in response to climate changes (chapter 3); (iii) to quantify the capacity
of decision-based phenology management for crop yield adaptation (chapter 4). The main
motivation for this thesis is the need of an improved understanding of global cropping
systems, as central components of the Earth System situated at the intersection between its
biophysical and social spheres. Hence, the analysis is specifically conducted at the global
scale and for crop types that are relevant both as staple food and for the extent of the area
dedicated to their cultivation.
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Chapter 2. In this study a large dataset provided by the state-of-the-art of Global Gridded
Crop Models is used to conduct a sensitivity analysis of the simulated crop yields along two
main dimensions: the air temperature and the crop management. In the baseline scenario,
global patterns of crop yields are simulated under a historical weather time series and
historical sowing dates and cultivars. Sensitivity to temperature is assessed by simulating
yields under temperature-driven changes in crop phenology and growth under perturbed
temperature, generated by adding progressively increasing temperature offsets to the historical
weather (all other climate variables are unchanged). Crop growing periods and irrigation are
analyzed as management practices to compensate negative effects of temperature increase.
This work shows that taking into account adaptive management in global scale studies
can substantially change the picture of climate change impacts on global crop production.
Here adaptation is simulated in a very simplified way to allow the systematic separation of
the temperature and management effects. Results, however, emphasize the complexity of
adaptation strategies, which should be differentiated to target different geographical zones,
to avoid new unfavorable conditions that can emerge within the baseline growing periods,
and to exploit new opportunities that might come with climate change.
Chapter 3. This study represents the major conceptual advancement contributed by this
thesis. It is motivated by the fact that the majority of current crop models do not consider
the dynamic adaptability of management in cropping systems to a changing climate. The
challenge extends beyond the availability of datasets on current farming practices. The
aim is to increase the understanding of the underlying farmers’ decision mechanisms in the
management of crop phenology. The starting hypothesis is that farming practices (sowing
dates) and plant traits selection (cultivars) co-evolve with local climate and environmental
conditions, as a result of the trial and error learning process of farmers under the current
technological advancement in which they operate. The outcome of this work is a rule-based
model to mimic farmers’ decision making in selecting suitable crop growing period under the
location-specific climate in which they operate. The model is proven to be able to reproduce
global patters of growing periods of major grain crops under historical climate and can be
used to simulate phenology adaptation under any other climate scenario.
Chapter 4. This study uses the modelling approach presented in Chapter 3 to define
adaptation scenarios under both reference and future climate. Global patterns of sowing
and maturity dates are computed and used to derive phenological parameters that represent
distributions of locally adapted crop cultivars. Sowing dates and cultivars are then used as
model inputs to simulate daily phenological progress and crop yields by applying the LPJmL
global gridded crop model. Counterfactual management scenarios are tested to verify the
beneficial effect of cropping-periods adaptation. Adjusting both sowing dates and cultivars is
found to globally increase crop production under future climate, alleviating climate change
negative impacts and helping exploiting beneficial effects of CO2 fertilization. Overall, the
results of this study demonstrate the importance of accounting for farmers’ decision making
in bio-physical modelling of climate change impacts on crop yields.
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1.5

Statement on contribution to thesis chapters

This doctoral thesis includes two manuscripts published in peer-reviewed journals, one
unpublished manuscript. I, Sara Minoli, declare herewith to be the lead author of all chapters
in this thesis1 . Contributions, as detailed here below, have been confirmed in writing by all
co-authors.
The thesis content and outline were conceived by Sara Minoli and discussed with Dr.
Christoph Müller and Prof. Hermann Lotze-Campen. Chapter 1 (Introduction) and
Chapter 5 (General summary and conclusion) were written by Sara Minoli. Dr. Christoph
Müller provided comments on previous versions of these.
Chapter 2: Sara Minoli, Christoph Müller, Joshua Elliott, Alex C. Ruane, Jonas Jägermeyr,
Florian Zabel, Marie Dury, Christian Folberth, Louis François, Tobias Hank, Ingrid
Jacquemin, Wenfeng Liu, Stefan Olin, Thomas A. M. Pugh Global response patterns of major
rainfed crops to adaptation by maintaining current growing periods and irrigation. Accepted
on 3rd September 2019 in Earth’s Future. DOI: 10.1029/2018EF001130
S.M., C.M., J.E. and A.C.R. conceived the research questions and methods, which were
discussed with all authors. While C.M., J.E. and A.C.R largely developed the GGCMI
modelling protocol, S.M. predominantly developed the exact research question of this study
and the corresponding analysis framework. C.M., J.E., F.Z., M.D., C.F., L.F., T.H., I.J., W.L.,
S.O. and T.A.M.P. provided model results. S.M. conducted the entire literature research and
data analysis and also prepared all figures of the manuscript. S.M. predominantly developed
the structure of the manuscript and wrote the entire manuscript, with smaller contributions
from C.M., J.J., F.Z., T.A.M.P. All authors provided comments on the manuscript and S.M.
assessed and incorporated these where suitable.
Chapter 3: Sara Minoli, Dennis B. Egli, Susanne Rolinski, Müller Modelling cropping
periods of grain crops at the global scale. Accepted on 26th December 2018 in Global and
Planetary Change. DOI: 10.1016/j.gloplacha.2018.12.013
S.M. conceived the research questions with some guidance from C.M. S.M. developed and
coded the entire modelling framework, with some feedback from C.M. D.B.E. contributed
expert knowledge on plant phenology. S.M. conducted the entire literature research and data
analysis. S.M. also prepared all figures of the manuscript. D.B.E. and S.R. provided comments
on methods and analysis. S.M. wrote the entire manuscript, with smaller contributions from
C.M., D.B.E. and S.R.
Chapter 4: Sara Minoli, Jonas Jägermeyr, Christoph Müller Global crop yields benefit from
adapting phenology to climate change. Not yet submitted.
S.M., C.M. and J.J. conceived the research questions. S.M. and J.J. conducted model
simulations. S.M. conducted the entire literature research and the full data analysis and
prepared all figures. S.M. wrote the entire manuscript, with contributions from J.J. and
C.M.
In Chapters 2, 3 and 4 of this thesis the use of pronoun "we" indicates all co-authors that have contributed
to each individual chapter.
1
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Plain Language Summary
Global warming affects yields of grain crops, which are at the base of human diets. We use
crop models to quantify its impacts on global crop production and to assess how adaptation
could compensate for the adverse effects. We find that up to 2 K of increased temperature
production can be maintained at the current level by using new cultivars, selected to maintain
current growing period length under warming. Irrigation, as another management strategy,
is shown to have the potential to increase yields in dry regions if water is available. However,
models do not indicate that irrigation reduces the crops’ sensitivity to warming. We find large
differences in the yield response to warming and adaptation across climatic regions. While
continental and temperate regions may benefit from higher temperatures, but also show
sizable adaptation potentials, tropical and arid regions show largest temperature impacts
and smaller adaptation potentials. After all, these two crop management options appear
effective to balance the effects of moderate warming, but cannot fully compensate impacts
above 2 K of warming.

Abstract
Increasing temperature trends are expected to impact yields of major field crops by affecting
various plant processes, such as phenology, growth and evapotranspiration. However, future
projections typically do not consider the effects of agronomic adaptation in farming practices.
We use an ensemble of seven Global Gridded Crop Models (GGCMs) to quantify the impacts
and adaptation potential of field crops under increasing temperature up to 6 K, accounting
for model uncertainty. We find that without adaptation the dominant effect of temperature
increase is to shorten the growing period and to reduce grain yields and production. We then
test the potential of two agronomic measures to combat warming-induced yield reduction: (i)
use of cultivars with adjusted phenology to regain the reference growing period duration; (ii)
conversion of rainfed systems to irrigated ones in order to alleviate the negative temperature
effects that are mediated by crop evapotranspiration. We find that cultivar adaptation
can fully compensate global production losses up to 2 K of temperature increase, with
larger potentials in continental and temperate regions. Irrigation could also compensate
production losses, but its potential is highest in arid regions, where irrigation expansion
would be constrained by water scarcity. Moreover, we discuss that irrigation is not a true
adaptation measure, but rather an intensification strategy, as it equally increases production
under any temperature level. In the tropics, even when introducing both adapted cultivars
and irrigation, crop production declines already at moderate warming, making adaptation
particularly challenging in these areas.

Keywords: temperature increase, crop yield, adaptation, growing period, irrigation, crop
model.
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2.1

Introduction

Productivity of current cropping systems can be severely affected by changes in climatic and
weather variables (Challinor et al., 2014; Rosenzweig et al., 2014). Increasing temperature
trends have already negatively impacted productivity of agricultural crops over the last
decades (Lobell, Schlenker, and Costa-Roberts, 2011). Multiple methodologies consistently
estimate that warming of one Kelvin causes between 3.1% and 7.4% decline in actual yields
of major cereal crops, if no adaptation measures are undertaken (Challinor et al., 2014; Liu
et al., 2016a; Zhao et al., 2017). Future projections indicate that large portions of current
global harvested area will continue experiencing declines in the attainable yields, even under
the assumption that management and technology could be transferred between regions, to
areas where adaptation to climate change is most needed (Pugh et al., 2016).
Crop yield is a result of several physiological plant processes, many of which are mediated
by the ambient temperature, as plants can only partially regulate their own temperature
internally (Parent et al., 2010). Experimental evidence has shown that temperature increases
up to a certain threshold level are associated with both accelerated rates of crop phenological
development (the progress through the life cycle stages of the plant) (Parent and Tardieu,
2012; Hatfield, 2016) and growth metabolism (e.g. photosynthesis and respiration) (Atkin
and Tjoelker, 2003; von Caemmerer, 2000). If higher metabolic rates enhance primary
productivity (biomass) per unit of time, faster phenology also leads to shorter crop growing
period durations (time from sowing to maturity), which are often associated with shorter
grain-filling periods and thus lower crop yields (Egli, 2011; Hatfield et al., 2011b). High
temperatures can reduce the net photosynthetic rate, because gross photosynthesis has a
lower optimum than mitochondrial respiration (Yamori, Hikosaka, and Way, 2014). High
temperatures also reduce the carboxilation rate of Rubisco, increasing photorespiration in
C3 species (Ainsworth and Ort, 2010). Extreme temperatures can also permanently damage
plant tissues and reduce yields. Grain crops are especially sensitive during the reproductive
phase (Porter and Gawith, 1999a; Hatfield, Wright-Morton, and Hall, 2018), undergoing
floret sterility and disruption of the pollination process leading to lower grain numbers
(Farooq et al., 2011; Hatfield, 2016), and a slower grain filling rate (Rezaei et al., 2015).
Although the increase in air temperature alone is not a sufficient condition for increasing
the evaporative demand, temperature is among the key drivers of evapotranspiration rates
(Donohue, McVicar, and Roderick, 2010). Under non-limiting water conditions crop yields
are enhanced by high rates of evapotranspiration, due to the coupled exchange of water and
CO2 , increased by higher stomatal conductance. Vice versa, under limited water availability,
if the increased evaporative demand cannot be fulfilled, stomatal conductance and hence
yield is reduced (Passioura and Angus, 2010). Furthermore, higher evapotranspiration rates
can deplete the soil water content faster, possibly leading to plant water stress (Bodner,
Nakhforoosh, and Kaul, 2015). The evapotranspiration cooling effect is the main process of
canopy temperature self-regulation (Kimball, 2016). Most process-based crop models include
temperature response functions on the major physiological rates, while only a few include
heat-stress impact mechanisms and the canopy temperature regulation (Asseng et al., 2015;
Rezaei et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2017; Atkin et al., 2005; Smith and Dukes, 2013; Webber
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et al., 2017). Moreover, the combined effects of different stresses, such as temperature and
water, which often occur simultaneously, are still poorly understood and pose a challenge for
current global crop modelling (Chenu et al., 2017).
Different agronomic management options have been proposed as adaptation strategies against
temperature-induced yield losses. Most commonly, these include a shift of sowing dates,
choice of cultivars with adjusted phenology, and irrigation (Olesen et al., 2011; Challinor
et al., 2014; Semenov et al., 2014; Tack, Barkley, and Hendricks, 2017; Ruiz-Ramos et al.,
2018; Parent et al., 2018). Sowing dates can be advanced or delayed to match the most
favorable thermal conditions and to exploit a longer growing season (Olesen et al., 2012;
Sacks et al., 2010; Waha et al., 2012). Cultivars with higher thermal-unit requirements
(temperature accumulation above a certain base temperature to reach physiological maturity),
different vernalization requirements (exposure to cold temperatures to induce flowering),
or altered photoperiod sensitivity (development response to day length) can be used to
counteract the shortening of the growing period due to temperature increase (Sacks and
Kucharik, 2011; Parent et al., 2018). In turn, shorter maturing cultivars can help avoid
terminal heat- and water-stress (Mondal et al., 2013; Bodner, Nakhforoosh, and Kaul, 2015).
Irrigation and other management strategies that increase soil moisture have the potential to
compensate for the amplified evapotranspiration demand driven by temperature increase,
but also to alleviate heat stress and accelerated phenological progress, by cooling the canopy
temperature (Tack, Barkley, and Hendricks, 2017; Siebert et al., 2017; Webber et al., 2017).
Although some studies assessed these adaptation strategies at local to regional scales (Semenov
et al., 2014; Burke and Emerick, 2016; Ruiz-Ramos et al., 2018; Parent et al., 2018), their
aggregated effects at the global scale remain an open question. Global projections of climate
change impacts usually do not consider the adaptation potentials of agricultural system in
response to climate change and might therefore overestimate impacts on crop yields and
production.
Crop models allow for the conducting of virtual experiments to study the complex and
interdependent biophysical effects of atmosphere and soil processes on crop growth and yield
formation. As such, they are widely applied tools for the analysis of climate change impacts
on agriculture and play a fundamental role in integrated assessment studies (Rosenzweig
et al., 2018). Here we present the first spatially-explicit global study of the adaptation
potential of the major staple crops to local temperature increase in rainfed systems. We
use results from the Global Gridded Crop Model Intercomparison (GGCMI) within the
Agricultural Model Intercomparison and Improvement Project (AgMIP) (Rosenzweig et al.,
2013). The aims of the study are to assess the potential of adaptation in growing period
selection and supplementary irrigation to avoid warming-induced reductions in crop yields.
To this end, we study how uniform warming scenarios of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6 K in each grid cell
affect crop productivity and growing period duration. We then compare the impacts to a set
of scenarios where hypothetical cultivars that maintain the reference growing period through
adjusted phenology are introduced. As a second management measure we study the effect of
converting rainfed into irrigated systems. Both interventions are analyzed separately and
jointly. Since crop model responses are uncertain and models often show complementary
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skills (Müller et al., 2017), we employ an ensemble of seven GGCMs to address associated
uncertainties. Model simulations are run according to a harmonized protocol, in terms of
both weather inputs and agronomic management settings. The analysis is focused on the
five major staple crops maize, winter wheat, spring wheat, rice, and soybean.

2.2
2.2.1

Materials and methods
Simulation protocol and models

Seven GGCM frameworks (CARAIB, GEPIC, LPJ-GUESS, LPJmL, pDSSAT, PEPIC,
PROMET) contributed to this study (Table 2.1) and followed the GGCMI phase 2 simulation
protocol (refer also to sections 1.1 and 1.2 of supporting materials1 ). The GGCMs are a
class of process-based crop simulation models that are built to perform simulations on
crop productivity and other agro-ecological variables at the global scale (Rosenzweig et al.,
2014). As other process-based models, they conceptually represent soil-plant-atmosphere
biophysical processes, their interactions and feedbacks. The processes are quantitatively
expressed through mathematical functions and their effects are integrated over time steps,
so that the temporal dynamic of e.g. crop growth is explicitly simulated. Different crop
species are represented though specific sets of processes, parameters or functions, which are
typically derived on experimental bases (Jones et al., 2017; Muller and Martre, 2019b). In
the GGCMs, inputs and outputs are grid-based and have both spatial (longitude, latitude)
and temporal (days, years) dimensions. Inputs include atmospheric CO2 , climate, soil and
agronomic management data. They estimate simultaneously multiple crop-specific variables,
including yields, biomass production, maturity dates, and cumulative evapotranspiration.
All simulations were run at 0.5 degree spatial resolution and for 31 years of the historical
climate (1980-2010); models with a daily time step used AgMERRA climate data (Ruane,
Goldberg, and Chryssanthacopoulos, 2015), while those with subdaily temporal resolution
used ERA-Interim (ERA-I) (Dee et al., 2011). We assume that the use of two different climate
products does not affect the analysis much, as both datasets are observation based and were
treated with the same perturbation approach (see below). Current cropland patterns were
selected in model post-processing. The grid cell- and crop-specific area was obtained from
MIRCA2000 (Portmann, Siebert, and Döll, 2010) dataset at 0.5 degree resolution. The
experiment design consisted of separate simulations for five crops (maize, rice, soybean,
spring wheat, winter wheat), under one baseline temperature scenario (T0) and five levels of
globally uniform temperature increases (T1, T2, T3, T4, T6). Moreover, four management
settings were simulated, that we call control management setting (T-sensitive growing period
& Rainfed) and three adaptive management setting (Fixed growing period & Rainfed; Tsensitive growing period & Irrigation; Fixed growing period & Irrigation). To target specific
adaptation strategies it is necessary to isolate the effect of individual climatic factors, as
there is uncertainty in e.g. the temperature sensitivity to increased CO2 and in future
correlations between precipitation and temperature patterns (Carter et al., 2016; Zhao et al.,
2017; Schleussner et al., 2018). In this study we aimed at isolating the impact of adaptation
1

Supplementary Information for this chapter are reported in Appendix A of the thesis.
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Table 2.1: GGCMs participating in the study with main references.
GGCM
CARAIB
GEPIC
LPJ-GUESS
LPJmL
pDSSAT
PEPIC
PROMET

References
Dury et al. (2011b); Pirttioja et al. (2015)
Liu et al. (2007) and Folberth et al. (2012)
Lindeskog et al. (2013) and Olin et al. (2015)
von Bloh et al. (2018)
Elliott et al. (2013) and Jones et al. (2003)
Liu et al. (2016b)a; Liu et al. (2016c)b
Mauser and Bach (2009), Hank, Bach, and Mauser (2015), and Mauser
et al. (2015)

of crops and agricultural management to temperature increase. Therefore, the atmospheric
CO2 mixing ratio was kept constant at 360 ppmv in all simulation years and scenarios (see
Discussion). To verify whether our conclusions are independent from the CO2 mixing ratio,
we repeated the experiment also at 660 ppmv. For the comparison, we rely on a smaller set
of GGCM, because GEPIC and PEPIC did not provide the full CO2 offsets simulations (Fig.
S15). Similarly, precipitation and other climate drivers were unchanged across scenarios.
The five artificial warming scenarios were created by perturbing input daily air temperature
by five respective offsets (+1, +2, +3, +4, +6 K).
The model ensemble was harmonized for three key management practices: 1) the growing
period; 2) the water supply (rainfed or fully irrigated); 3) the nitrogen-fertilizer application
rate (assumed to be 200 kgN ha−1 y−1 uniformly for each crop and cropping season, applied
in two doses: 50% at planting, 50% on a crop- and grid-specific day (see protocol in SI,
section 1.1). The growing period harmonization followed the protocol of GGCMI phase 1
(Elliott et al., 2015), based on observed growing period data (Sacks et al., 2010; Portmann,
Siebert, and Döll, 2010), gap-filled with rule-based (Waha et al., 2012) cropping calendars.
Modellers were asked to calibrate the phenology, so that the average (over the 31-years
simulation period) growing periods matched the provided crop- and grid-specific sowing and
maturity dates. Sowing dates were kept constant at the historical observations. Maturity
dates were estimated from observed harvest dates by subtracting crop-specific maturityto-harvest times (21, 7, 21, 7, 7 days for maize, rice, soybean, spring wheat, winter wheat
respectively) from the latter (Elliott et al., 2015). The procedure for the calibration to
observed growing periods was individually chosen by each modeling team, which could freely
determine phenological parameters such as cardinal temperatures, growing degree days,
vernalization and/or photoperiod requirements, as well as set these as grid-specific or as
global values. The obtained parametrization was assumed to describe the available historical
crop cultivar pool, see details in Table 2.2 and Table S1.
In addition to simulations assuming control management, three adaptive management
scenarios were simulated for each temperature level. Under the fixed growing period setting
we assumed the use of different hypothetical cultivars with adapted phenological traits,
which maintain the reference growing period under each warming level. This represents a
measure to counteract the higher-temperature effect on the phenological development rate,
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Table 2.2: GGCMs participating in the study with main features of their phenological module.
More details are reported in Appendix (Section 1.2 and Table S1).
GGCM

Temperature response function

Phenological drivers

Perceived
Temperature
Tair
Tair
Tair

Phenological
phases

CARAIB
Lin., Tmin
T(GDD), W
1 (S-M)
GEPIC
Lin., Tmin, Topt
T(GDD), T(V), DL
1 (S-M)
Lin., Tmin, Topt*, Tmax* T(GDD), T(V)
2 (S-A-M)
LPJGUESS
LPJmL
Lin., Tmin
T(GDD), T(V)
Tair
1 (S-M)
pDSSAT
Lin., Tmin, Topt
T(GDD), T(V), DL, W
Tair
crop-specific
PEPIC
Lin., Tmin, Topt
T(GDD), T(V), DL
Tair
1 (S-M)
PROMET
Curv., Tmin, Topt, Tmax
T(DVR), T(V), DL, W
Tleaf
100 (BBCH)
Temperature response function for phenology Wang et al., 2017: Lin, linear; Curv., curvilinear; Tmin;
minimum cardinal temperature; Topt, optimum cardinal temperature; Tmax, maximum cardinal
temperature; * for spring wheat and winter wheat only.
Phenological drivers: T(GDD), temperature (growing degree days); T(DVR), temperature (development rate); T(V), temperature (vernalization); DL, daylength; W, water; N, nitrogen.
Perceived temperature: Temperature perceived by the crop, driving phenological and metabolic
processes (Tair, air temperature; Tleaf, leaf temperature).
Phenological phases: S, sowing; A, anthesis; M, maturity; BBCH, full BBCH.

by which the time between sowing and maturity is generally shortened. All GGCMs use
thermal time as the main driver of phenological progress (Table 2.2), therefore higher air
temperature offsets are expected to affect the growing period durations. The fixed growing
period implementation was simulated by adjusting the crop phenological parameters, so that
the average (over the 31-years simulation period) length of the growing period (in days) was
the same (as closely as possible) under all T0-T6 scenarios. Therefore, modellers were asked
to implement individual solutions to maintain the 1980-2010 mean growing period extent
(e.g. precalculating changes in thermal time requirements based on fixed temperature shifts
or adjusting by iteration). For models that separate phenology into multiple stages (e.g.
sowing-to-anthesis and anthesis-to-maturity) modelers were asked to scale parameters of each
stage equally, so that the timing of intermediate stages such as anthesis stayed approximately
the same. Under the irrigation setting we assumed the supply of unlimited irrigation water
to the crops. Irrigation is studied as an adaptation measure to temperature increase because
there are interactions between crop temperature and water supply. Higher air temperatures
can increase the rates of evapotranspiration and soil water depletion, while soil water deficits
can reduce evapotranspiration and thus increase the canopy temperature, consequently
affecting the phenological development and growth rates. Although not all these effects
are included in the GGCMs, each of them represents water to temperature interaction in
some ways. All the ensemble’s GGCMs simulate evapotranspiration by formulas that require
temperature as an input variable, thus temperature increases are expected to modify the crop
water demand. Moreover, some GGCMs represent the feedback between water stress and
phenology. Particularly, two models include water deficit as directly affecting phenological
progress (Table 2.2). In pDSSAT water deficit may delay the onset of reproductive growth,
while it accelerates the grain filling phase (Jones et al., 2003), while in CARAIB the water
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deficit may delay germination. Only the PROMET model includes the indirect effect of
soil water status on phenology, through the explicit simulation of the leaves temperature
(Table 2.2). Water deficit results in increased leaf temperature, that usually accelerates
the phenological progress. Irrigation was assumed to be unconstrained by surface water
availability. Irrigation was implemented to re-fill soil water content to field capacity as soon
as it fell below a threshold of 90% of field capacity (Elliott et al., 2015). We also tested the
combination of fixed growing period and irrigation.

2.2.2

Model output processing

Models reported yearly dry-matter yields (Mg ha−1 ), sowing dates (day of year, DOY),
maturity-dates (days from planting) for the period 1980-2010, separately for maize, rice,
soybean, spring wheat and winter wheat. Yield failures were reported as 0 Mg ha−1 , while
non-simulated grids were reported as NA values. Maturity dates of yield failure years were
set to NA.
We computed the long-term averages (1981-2009) for yield, sowing date and maturity date for
the period 1981-2009 for each model, temperature offset scenario, and management setting,
respectively. The first and last year of the simulation time series were excluded to avoid
reporting issues relating to completeness of growing periods (Elliott et al., 2015).
Under the reference temperature scenario (T 0) the growing periods were assumed to be the
same in all management settings, and thus yields were assumed to be the same as well for the
rainfed and irrigation settings respectively. For efficiency reasons, outputs for T 5 were not
simulated, but derived by linear interpolation between T 4 and T 6 for each GGCM, crop and
grid cell, independently for each of the management setting (categorical variables). Some
individual simulations were not available for all models (Fig. S1), and we gap-filled missing
simulations by linear interpolation of neighboring scenarios (with an exception for rice and
soybean for the LPJ-GUESS model that were not simulated at all, and for winter wheat for
the PEPIC model that was excluded from the analysis due to unreliable simulations of the
growing periods). The CARAIB model had only sowing dates harmonized, while the model
was not calibrated to match observed harvest dates (see Section 1.2.1 for details), but the
simulation with fixed growing periods are unaffected.
All GGCM output data are made publicly available at zenodo.org repository. The DOI
references are provided in Table 2.3. For data processing we used R (R Core Team, 2018),
and R-packages for handling netcdf4 (Pierce, 2015), performing computation (Dowle and
Srinivasan, 2017; Wickham, 2011) and plotting results (Wickham, 2009).

2.2.3

Metrics

All GGCMs included in this study simulate crop phenology as a function of temperature
(thermal-unit sum, vernalization). We quantified the average impact of globally uniform
temperature increase on growing periods and yields across all GGCMs and cropland grid
cells by fitting linear regression models for each individual crop (Fig. 2.2a,b). To understand
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Table 2.3: DOI references for accessing the data used in this study. All GGCMs’ output data,
separated by crop and model, can be found at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo/XX, where XX is
the value reported in the table.
GGCM

Maize

Soybean

Rice

CARAIB
GEPIC
LPJ-GUESS
LPJmL
pDSSAT
PEPIC
PROMET

2582522
2582247
2581625
2581356
2582111
2582341
2582467

2582508
2582258
–
2581498
2582147
2582433
2582488

2582504
2582251
–
2581436
2582127
2582343
2582479

Winter
wheat
2582516
2582260
2581638
2581565
2582163
2582439
2582490

Spring
wheat
2582499
2582263
2581640
2581606
2582178
2582455
2582492

whether there is a direct relationship between responses of growing periods and yields to
temperature increase, we analyzed the joint distribution of their changes from the reference
scenario (T0). We categorized the possible responses into four classes, defined by the sign of
change of the two variables, and illustrated their frequency of occurrence within each class
and climatic regions (Fig. 2.2c).
To quantify the impact of temperature increase on global production of all crops, we estimated
the production change (%) under warming scenarios as compared to the reference temperature
scenario (T0). Since here we considered production of crops of relevance for human nutrition,
we transform yields from metric tons to their calorie content, as this is the most common
metric for quantifying globally available food (Willett et al., 2019). The grid-based global
calories production under the management system m and temperature offset n (Pm,n , Eq.
2.1) was obtained as the sum of production across all crops (c) and grid cells (g). Within
the grid cell j, the yield of crop i was multiplied by its calorie content and by its area in
that grid.
Pm,n =

g ∑︂
c
∑︂

areaj,i · yieldj,i · caloriei

(2.1)

j=1 i=1

The calorie content values were derived from the FAO food balance sheet handbook (Food
and Agriculture Organization, 2001), which reports food composition in terms of weight "as
purchased", therefore model output yields were converted from dry- to fresh-matter as from
Wirsenius (2000) to obtain the calorie-yield per crop and unit of area (Table 2.4).
To determine whether the simulated adaptation measures are effective, we computed the
Adaptation Index (AI, Eq. 2.2) (modified from Lobell (2014)) for each grid cell, temperature
offset, and adaptive management setting as
AI = 100 · (c − b)/|a|, if a < 0

(2.2)

where a is the impact of temperature increase on yield under control management, b is
the effect that the adaptive management would have under the reference scenario T0, c is
the effect of the adaptive management under increased temperature scenarios (Fig. 2.1).
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Table 2.4: Crop-specific parameters used for converting the crop yield model outputs from
metric tons of dry matter (Mg ha−1 ) to their calorie content (Gcal ha−1 ). The grain dry matter
(% of as-purchased grain weight) is the yield conversion factor between as-purchased-grain weight
and dry-grain weight. The calorie content are the calories per metric ton of as-purchased grain
weight.

Crop

Grain dry matter
(% as-purchased)

Calorie content
(Gcal Mg−1 )

Maize
Soybean
Spring wheat
Winter wheat
Rice

88
91
88
88
87

3.560
3.350
3.340
3.340
2.800

Note that by definition under T0 the fixed growing period is equal to T-sensitive growing
period and therefore b is zero for this adaptive management scenario. Values of AI are
computed only if a is negative, otherwise temperature increase is considered beneficial.
AI ranges between −∞ and +∞, with AI ≥ 100 indicating full- or over-compensation of
losses (full adaptation); 0 < AI < 100 indicating partial-compensation of losses (partial
adaptation); AI < 0 indicating no-compensation of losses, meaning either an amplification
of damages or that the adaptive management can be increasing production, without being
impact-reducing (intensification), and therefore not a true adaptation measure (Lobell, 2014).
AI was computed for each single GGCM and we then computed the median ensemble and
uncertainty (range) across GGCMs.

Figure 2.1: Diagram of the Adaptation Index (AI) computation (Modified from Lobell (2014)).
The plot shows the yield (Mg ha−1 ) as a function of increasing temperature between the
reference climate and the offset temperature Tn (ranging from T1 to T6). The black and the red
lines represent the Yield∼Temperature response with control and adaptive crop management,
respectively. The red dashed lines delimit the space where adaptive management only partially
compensate yield losses (0 < AI < 100). AI is computed as in Eq. 2.2 where a is the yield
impact of the temperature increase from T0 to Tn on yield under control management, b is the
effect that the adaptive management would have under the reference conditions (T0 ), c is the
effect of the adaptive management under the offset temperature Tn .
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2.3
2.3.1

Results
Crop phenology response to temperature offsets without adaptation

At the global aggregation level, in absence of adaptation measures, the growing period length
approximates a negative linear response to increasing temperature from 1 to 6 K (Fig. 2.2).
The slope of this relationship (days of growing period lost per Kelvin of warming) is similar
across the five simulated crops, ranging from 5.4 days K −1 (maize) to 3.8 days K −1 (spring
wheat). The spread of growing period length across all GGCMs and all cropland globally
does not change fundamentally at higher temperature offsets (whiskers in Fig. 2.2), yet
it somewhat increases for soybean, and decreases for winter wheat. The general response
is similar across the GGCMs as most models simulate shortening growing periods with
higher temperatures (Fig. S4). Yet, some models show smaller sensitivity of the growing
period change across crops (PEPIC and PROMET), and in one case an opposite sign of
change (rice for PROMET). In PROMET phenology is implemented to slow down at high
temperatures above a crop-specific optimum (Table 2.2), so that warming can also lead
to growing periods longer than in the reference temperature scenario. This is the case for
LPJ-GUESS (spring and winter wheat) as well, although parametrized with higher optimum
thresholds (Table 2.2), which could be the reason for the non occurrence of such increase. In
some GGCMs (LPJmL, PROMET), for winter wheat, vernalization requirements are not
satisfied as quickly under warming, so that the phenological development decelerates. Spatial
patterns of growing period length at different temperature levels show that its shortening
(days) is especially pronounced in cold-temperature limited regions for maize and soybean
(Fig. S8a), because under warming more days reach temperatures above the crop-specific
base temperatures (Tmin ).

2.3.2

Impact of temperature offsets on crop yield

The crop yield response follows similar patterns as the growing period, with an almost linear
decline with temperature at the global aggregation level. Yield declines range between 0.36
Mg ha−1 K−1 for rice and 0.11 Mg ha−1 K−1 for winter wheat (Fig. 2.2b). As opposed to the
growing period length, the spread of the GGCMs declines with higher temperature offsets.
For rice, soybean and winter wheat, we also observe narrowing interquartile ranges (Fig. 2b)
with higher temperature offsets. This reflects a stronger reduction of high yields than of
low yields. Indeed, for some regions and models yields are already null under the baseline
climate, and cannot decrease further.
Changes in growing period and changes in crop yields do not follow a one-to-one relationship,
but in most cases (∼69% of all cultivated grid cells, across crops and temperature offsets)
shorter growing periods are associated with declining yields (Fig. 2.2c, S8): 69, 61, 68, 69,
and 11 % for tropical, arid, temperate, continental and polar areas respectively. There are
rare cases where decreasing growing periods are associated with increasing yields or where
longer growing periods are associated with declining yields. The former can be explained
by either the beneficial effect of overall higher growing season temperatures that stimulate
primary productivity, as for maize in high latitudes, or by the benefit of a shorter growing
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Figure 2.2: Effect of increasing temperature on crop phenology (growing period duration, days
from planting) (a) and yield (Mg ha−1 ) (b), separated by the five simulated main staple crops,
without any adaptation measure. Each box represents the the 25th , 50th , and 75th percentile
of all grid cells values of all GGCMs for a specific temperature offset. The whiskers extends
from the hinge to the smallest and largest values respectively, no further than 1.5 interquartile
range. The red line is the linear regression across simulated values and temperature offsets and
its slope is indicated in each plot. The heat map in panel (c) displays the relationship between
yield changes (Mg ha−1 ) and growing period changes (number of days) for all crops and all
temperature offsets, separated by the Koeppen-Geiger climate regions. Changes are calculated
as the absolute differences between the reference and the offset scenario. Plot in (a) and (b)
includes all cultivated grid cells at all temperature offsets between T1 and T6; note that T5 is
not simulated but linearly interpolated from T4 and T6. T5 is not included in (c). Hexagons are
colored according to their frequency count.

season that escapes water stress, if water conditions become more limiting under increased
temperatures. Similarly, longer growing periods can lead to yield decline if the growing
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periods extend into dry season. Longer growing periods with increasing crop yields are,
however, basically non-existent.

2.3.3

Effectiveness of adaptation measures

Increasing temperatures decrease global production of all crops almost linearly, except for
winter wheat, where decrease only starts at a warming of ∼2 K (red line in Fig. 2.3a). Using
different cultivars, so that the original growing period would be maintained, the total global
calorie production of all five crops can be stabilized up to ∼2 K and declines with further
warming (fixed growing period setting; yellow lines in Fig. 2.3a; all crops). Individual crops,
however, show different temperature responses. Rice, soybean and spring wheat show an
almost linear decline with any warming. For maize, the fixed growing period setting leads to
stable global production up to warming of ∼3 K. For winter wheat, warming of up to ∼4 K
is projected to even increase global production and decreases only thereafter. At the global
aggregation level the agreement across GGCMs is reasonable, except for large uncertainty
for spring wheat (yellow shaded area in Fig. 2.3a). All models show benefits from the fixed
growing period setting, compared to control management. For all crops except rice, there is
always at least one GGCM that simulates increase global production with the fixed growing
period setting up to > 5 K.
Converting all currently rainfed to irrigated cropland (assuming unlimited water supply;
irrigation setting) would increase global calorie production by ∼20% (blue line in Fig.
2.3a). At such higher level, fully-irrigated production would also decline with increasing
temperatures at similar rates to rainfed production. Yet, the intensification through irrigation
could maintain current production levels up to ∼4 K at global level across crops. Similar
patterns are displayed by all crops, while irrigated winter wheat may be able to maintain
current production levels even up to > 6 K. In combination, the fixed growing period and
irrigation measures support global calorie production increases up to 4 K temperature offests
(green line in Fig. 2.3a) and could maintain current levels across all tested warming levels.
For maize, the combined implementation of both measures leads to continuous increases in
production across all tested warming levels. Global rice production seems to be least sensitive
to the two adaptation options at any temperature offset. Across the different GGCMs, the
effects of irrigation on currently rainfed cropland are generally more uncertain than the
effects of warming on rainfed crop production. The size of the response of spring wheat
production to introducing irrigation to all rainfed areas is highly uncertain across GGCMs,
as two models (LPJmL and pDSSAT) project roughly doubled spring wheat production
under irrigation, whereas the other models project increases of only 25%. Still, as for the
other crops, the uniform decline of irrigated spring wheat production is found by all GGCMs.
The level of warming up to which global production of all crops can increase differs across
regions and management scenarios (Fig. 2.3b). Particularly, in the tropics under the fixed
growing period global rainfed production is already declining at 1 K of warming, whereas
in temperate and continental zones it increases up to high levels of warming (also 6 K).
Irrigation would maintain higher production levels up to 6 K in arid regions, where however
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Figure 2.3: Effect of increasing temperatures and four management settings on global calorie
production. (a) Calories production change (percent change), shown as an aggregation for each
crop. The lines and the shaded areas represent the median and the range of the GGCM ensemble
respectively. For visualizing the full range of the spring wheat crop, refer to Fig. S11. (b) Global
patterns of temperature offsets up to which calories production of all crops increases under each
adaptive management scenario, compared to the control management in the baseline temperature
scenario (T0).

irrigation expansion would be difficult due to the scarce water resources. In temperate and
tropical regions where irrigation would likely be more feasible, this measure is effective
until moderate warming only, or not effective at all like in many tropical areas. Only the
combination of fixed growing period and irrigation maintains crop production above the
original level in largest part of the global land. Yet, the tropical areas show production
declines at 1 to 4 K of warming.
Increases in crop production are in some cases also a direct effect of temperature increase,
even in absence of management changes, as in in high-latitude regions (dark green in Fig.
2.4a). Although the three management options show potentials to increase crop productivity
globally, they are not necessarily true adaptation measures. Particularly, we find that despite
the positive effect of irrigation in leverage yields, it does not (AI < 0) or only partially
(0 < AI < 100) reduce the negative effect of warming (shortening of the growing period),
but rather overcompensate them. The effectiveness of the fixed growing period differs across
regions (Fig. 2.4a). Fig. 2.4a shows in detail the effectiveness of the fixed growing period
adaptation for a warming level of 4 K, however, the patterns are very similar across all
warming levels tested here (see Fig. S13). In temperate and continental regions, there is
larger potential for adaptation through the fixed growing period than in tropical and arid
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regions. The fixed growing periods measure has hardly any positive effect in arid regions,
but has the potential to maintain current production levels in continental regions (see Fig.
S12). In arid regions, the fixed growing period measure can lead to amplified damages and
would thus be a form of "maladaptation" (orange color in Fig. 2.4a, S13, S14). The models
here capture the typical interaction mechanism between plant phenology and water use. The
selection of earlier-maturing cultivars in environments characterized by water shortage is a
well-known strategy for avoiding water stress to crops (Bodner, Nakhforoosh, and Kaul, 2015).
Under increasing temperatures, the atmospheric water demand increases as well, which
cannot be fulfilled by actual evapotranspiration. Extending the growing period therefore
worsens water stress, determining a maladaptation effect. There are substantial differences
in the global patterns of adaptation effectiveness across the GGCMs (Fig. 2.4b, Fig. S13),
with a larger agreement on where fixed growing period has little adaptation effectiveness,
but models often disagree (larger ensemble AI range) on the magnitudes of the adaptation
effectiveness of the fixed growing period measure (Fig. 2.4b).
In tropical regions, irrigation has little potential to intensify production, whereas it has
substantial potential in arid regions with highest levels of water stress (see Fig. S12).
However, availability to realize these potentials are not considered here.
Under higher CO2 mixing ratio of 660 ppmv, temperature impacts with the control
management are slightly reduced compared to those under 360 ppmv. However, the findings
on fixed growing period and irrigation adaptation potentials, hold valid also when assuming
higher CO2 mixing ratio (Fig. S16, S17, S18). For spring wheat only the adaptation potential
of the fixed growing period setting is larger under 660 ppmv than at 360 ppmv, so that global
level production can be maintained across all temperature offsets.
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Figure 2.4: Adaptation potential of rainfed crops under a 4 K temperature offset in combination
with fixed growing period adaptation scenario (a), and model agreement (b). Panel (a) shows
GGCM ensemble medians for: (i) negative temperature impact and negative adaptation effect
(orange, a < 0 & AI < 0); (ii) negative temperature impact and positive adaptation effect, but
with only partial compensations (blue, a < 0 & 0 < AI < 100); (iii) negative temperature impact
and positive adaptation effect, with full compensation (light green, a < 0 & AI > 100); (iv)
positive temperature impacts (dark green, a > 0); (v) neutral impacts (gray, a = 0). Panel
(b) shows the range of AI across GGCMs, only in the grid cells where temperature increase
has negative impacts (a < 0). Values larger than 200% are constrained to 200% for better
visualization. AI and a are computed as in Eq. 2.2.
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2.4

Discussion

Using a large ensemble of GGCMs in a systematic warming experiment, we find that
temperature increases lead to continuous reductions in global crop production without
compensating adaptation measures, which is in line with previous findings (Challinor et al.,
2014; Rosenzweig et al., 2014; Lobell, Schlenker, and Costa-Roberts, 2011; Liu et al., 2016a;
Zhao et al., 2017). Our results suggest that this decline is driven by a combination of
accelerated phenology and thus shorter growing periods as well as by direct effects on plant
growth. As such, selecting cultivars that maintain the original growing period under warming
is a viable adaptation measure in most regions, as it reduces or fully compensates negative
effects of warming on crop yields. This confirms recent findings in that historical warming
already leads to the use of longer maturing cultivars, which in turn contributed to the
increasing yield trend in the United States and Europe (Butler, Mueller, and Huybers, 2018;
Parent et al., 2018). The response, however, is variable across regions, crops and GGCMs
and thus subject to uncertainties.
In absence of detailed information on crop and cultivar parameters, process-based models
applied at global scale have to make critical assumptions. Folberth et al. (2016) highlights how
important the assumptions on management aspects are for simulating crop yields. Simulated
adaptation potentials at global scale are neccessarily affected by coarse model assumptions
as well. Previous GGCMI ensemble studies show that harmonization of management settings
(Elliott et al., 2015) can have substantial effects on model performance (Müller et al., 2017),
however, only a small set of settings can be harmonized, limited by the availability of
global data sets (e.g. fertilizer, growing periods). Recently, Jägermeyr and Frieler (2018)
highlighted that the correct timing of the growing season is particularly critical for realistic
yield simulation. In this exercise, participating modelers are therefore asked to parametrize
crop phenology so that current observed growing periods (Elliott et al., 2015) are reproduced
by each model (by calculating required thermal-units based on AgMERRA weather data,
(Ruane, Goldberg, and Chryssanthacopoulos, 2015)). In the simulations without fixed
growing period adaptation (T-sensitive growing period setting), simulated growing periods
are allowed to respond to warming, depending on the individual GGCMs’ implementation of
phenology (Table 2.2). In the fixed growing period adaptation setting, the crop phenology
parameters were re-calibrated for each warming level, so that the growing period length
was roughly unaffected. However, no harmonization was requested for any other cultivar
parameters or the functional form of the phenological response to temperature (Table 2.2).
To this end, the ensemble of GGCMs used here reflects a broader variety of cultivars and
management systems, which may explain part of the diverse modeled regional response to
fixed growing period adaptation. Cardinal temperatures of phenological development (Table
S1) are considered crop specific (Hatfield et al., 2011b), with very little variability within
species among genotypes and no acclimation to changes in temperature (Parent and Tardieu,
2012), therefore supporting the use by the GGCMs of crop-specific global parameters in the
temperature response function for phenology. On the other hand, photosynthesis and enzyme
activity acclimate to higher temperature (Parent and Tardieu, 2012) and cultivars differ in
their sensitivity to heat stress. In particular, cultivars that are selected in hot climates are
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less sensitive to yield losses (Butler and Huybers, 2013), a feature that is not reflected in
the GGCMs. Rezaei et al. (2018) suggest that the temperature response in phenology could
be flawed by not accounting for changes in cultivar choice in the historic past. Also Zhu
et al. (2019) find that GGCMs often overestimate the response in growing period length
compared to other yield-reducing effects of warming. This uncertainty in regional responses is
in contrast to the robust finding of fixed growing period adaptation at the global aggregation,
where models do not differ much. It remains unclear how the diverse regional responses need
to be aggregated. Considering the complex interaction of initial cultivar parameterization
for baseline yields and warming effects (Folberth et al., 2016) this requires further research
and requires better information on existing management systems globally. In this study we
assume the availability of the adapted cultivars to maintain the growing periods. However it
is not clear whether these would actually be available today or in the future, and how large
would the effort be for breeding such new cultivars, especially under elevated temperatures
(Challinor et al., 2016).
While irrigation comes with substantial potential to lift yields in water-limited regions,
therefore buffering temperature-induced adverse effects, converting rainfed to irrigated crop
production cannot be considered as a true adaptation measure, but rather intensification
Lobell (2014). This is because the beneficial effect of irrigation is similar under warming and
under current conditions. This is surprising, because previous studies suggest that irrigation
reduces the direct negative effects of warming on crop yields. Schauberger et al. (2017) find
that irrigation buffers against damages from exposure to hot temperatures for maize in the
USA and maize yield response to temperature is found to be highly leveraged by soil moisture
status (Carter et al., 2016) and thus presumably irrigation in dryer areas. Observed yield
declines during historical heat waves and droughts are predominantly attributed to rainfed
systems (Jägermeyr and Frieler, 2018). The lack of reproducing this effect in this model
ensemble may be due to several reasons. First, only one of the seven GGCMs (PROMET)
accounts for the cooling effect of increased transpiration under irrigation by simulating
canopy temperature, whereas all other models assume canopy temperature to be equal to air
temperature. However, PROMET also shows the same pattern in the response to irrigation
and warming as all the other GGCMs: intensification of production through converting
rainfed to irrigated production, but no benefit on the negative response to warming (see Fig.
S11). Second, if models tend to overestimate the growing period response to warming, as
suggested by Rezaei et al. (2018) and Zhu et al. (2019), it may be that the shortening of
the growing season overly dominates the yield response and direct effects of warming on
plant growth are underrepresented in the current GGCMs. If canopy temperatures are not
accounted for, irrigation cannot affect the simulated length of the growing period and will
not show the underrepresented effects on crop growth. Nonetheless this intensification could
compensate for much of the warming-induced damage, at least in regions where irrigation
water could be supplied.
We find that the challenge to maintain current productivity levels under warming is
particularly large in the tropical and arid climate zones, given that the adaptation of
fixed growing period has little potential to reduce the negative effects of warming on crop
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yields and that shifting rainfed to irrigated production has little potential in the tropics and
will be severely hampered by water availability in most arid regions. Furthermore, large
areas of the tropics are bound to experience climate conditions that have no analogues under
current climate conditions (Pugh et al., 2016), so that breeding or designing cultivars for
such conditions will be particularly challenging.
Generally, the GGCMI phase 2 modeling experiment is an artificial setup with several
implications for the interpretation of results (Supporting Information 1.1). First, we study
the effects of warming in a uniform manner, i.e. all days warmed by exactly the same offset,
which is not representative for realistic climate change scenarios. Second, associated impacts
from changes in precipitation under climate change are ignored, while direct impacts of
elevated atmospheric CO2 mixing ratios are tested in a rather simplistic manner. This
can substantially enhance crop growth (Kimball, 2016), but also amplify high temperature
damage to crops (Prasad, Boote, and Allen Jr, 2006). However we find that our findings
regarding adaptation potential to temperature increase remain valid under both CO2 mixing
ratios. Third, we here consider only high-input systems with nitrogen fertilization levels of
200 kgN ha−1 and no other nutrient limitations (e.g. Phosphorus, Potassium). However,
these simplifications seem justified, as we are aiming to understand how warming-induced
damages to crop production can be compensated by an adaptation measure that counteracts
the phenological acceleration, which is almost exclusively temperature driven. This sensitivity
study helps to isolate effects, which are typically difficult to separate in realistic climate
scenarios, in which the relationship of changes in temperature, precipitation and atmospheric
CO2 mixing ratios are very model dependent (McSweeney and Jones, 2016). Nevertheless,
results from the GGCMI CTWN-A experiment as analyzed here should not be misinterpreted
as assessments of adaptation options under realistic climate change scenarios.
The adaptation measure to regain the warming-induced loss of growing period duration
considered here is also a simplified theoretical case. As the maintaining of the original growing
period is not always beneficial or somewhat shorter or longer growing periods could have
even greater potential to adapt to warming, this only represents one specific case of a broader
continuum. Also, adaptation in cultivar choice is likely linked to changes in sowing dates to
best adapt cropping systems and exploit benefits of a longer growing season, as it is already
observed with already contributes to recent yield trends (Butler, Mueller, and Huybers,
2018; Parent et al., 2018). Flexible sowing dates could thus further increase the adaptation
potentials shown here as we assume static sowing dates even under extreme temperature
offsets. This is especially relevant in regions with temperature seasonality (Waha et al., 2012).
Shifting sowing dates has nonetheless its complications, especially for crops with sensitivity
to photoperiod and or vernalization, as it could in turn affect the length of the growing
period, with importance consequences on the final yields (Abdulai et al., 2012; Hunt et al.,
2019). Moreover, we analyze winter and spring wheat separately, therefore maintaining their
crop areas static as though they were two different crops. This is a simplification, as these
are rather two varieties of the same species, of which the spatial distribution depends on
temperature, and particularly on the existence of a winter season suitable for vernalization.
A change in temperature level can then make it more advantageous to switch between winter33
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and spring-varieties, than trying to maintain the original growing season as an adaptation
option. However, selecting a static growing season as a uniform adaptation measure again
facilitates better interpretation of the results. Still, uncertainties are linked to the differences
in interpreting the modeling protocol. The simulations conducted by CARAIB did not
parametrize cultivar traits to reproduce the harmonization target for crop maturity (Elliott
et al., 2015), but do keep their growing seasons constant under warming in the adaptation
setup. Other models did follow the harmonization protocol, but growing seasons are not
always closely reproduced (see Fig. S2). This contributes to the uncertainty in the modeled
response to adaptation.

2.5

Conclusions

Without agronomic adaptation measures, future warming as projected under climate change
will negatively affect global crop production in absence of adaptation measures. Despite
possibly compensating or amplifying effects form simultaneously changing precipitation
and atmospheric CO2 concentrations, it is important to understand temperature driven
plant physiological processes, in order to identify which adaptation options to warminginduced yield reductions. By using a global gridded crop model ensemble, we find that
adaptation via new cultivars that would maintain current crop growing periods under
warming is a viable option with substantial potential to fully compensate warming-induced
yield reductions, especially in the temperate and continental climate zones. Even though
growing period adaptation also shows positive effects in the tropics, but hardly any in arid
regions, these effects are insufficient to fully compensate warming-induced yield reduction
even at low levels of warming. Tropical regions are also not very responsive to introducing
irrigated production systems so that maintaining current crop productivity under warming
is particularly challenging in the tropics. Here we have used the largest available dataset of
model simulations at global scale to present the most comprehensive approach for simulating
temperature impacts on crop yields. That said, scarcity of global-scale management input
data renders simulations at this scale inherently uncertain. Yet, we find good agreement
on the globally aggregated impacts and effects of adaptation across the GGCMs, that
implicitly represents a broader set of management systems by differing in the parametrization
of management-related features. Future research will have to explore the potential for
adaptation and intensification in temperate and continental climate zones to contribute to
future food security and will have to identify ways how the double burden of strong climate
change impacts and low adaptation potential in the tropical and arid climate zones can be
alleviated.
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• Global crop models require information on cropping periods to represent cultivar
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representing adaptation to climate change.
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Abstract
Crop models require information on both weather and agronomic decisions to simulate crop
productivity and to design adaptation strategies. Due to the lack of observational data,
previous studies used different approaches to determine sowing dates and cultivar parameters.
However, the timing of harvest has not yet been sufficiently analyzed. Here we propose an
algorithm to determine location-specific maturity (or harvest) dates for applications in global
modelling studies. Given a sowing date and the climatic conditions, the algorithm returns a
suitable maturity date, based on crop physiological parameters and agronomic principles.
We test the method on a global land area with a spatial resolution of 0.5◦ against global
reported datasets for major grain crops: winter-wheat, spring-wheat, rice, maize, sorghum
and soybean. A single set of rules is able to largely reproduce the observed harvest dates of
the six grain crops globally, with a mean absolute error of 19 (maize) to 45 (rice) days. In
temperate regions, the temperature seasonality is the major driver of cropping calendars.
In sub-tropical regions, crops are grown to match water availability. In the case of limiting
growing seasons, the crop cycle is shortened or extended to avoid stressful periods. In the
case of long-lasting favorable conditions the crop cycle is shorter than what the growing
season would allow. We find that cropping periods can be largely defined by climate and
crop physiological traits. The timing of the reproductive phase is shown to be a general
criterion for selecting grain crops cultivars. This work will allow for dynamically representing
adaptation to climate change by adjusting cultivars and represents a first step towards
improved crop phenology simulations by global-scale crop models.

Keywords: cropping calendar; maturity date; growing period; cultivar; phenology;
temperature threshold; agricultural management; modelling.
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3.1

Introduction

According to the fifth IPCC Assessment Report (IPCC, 2013) over the 21st century
global mean temperatures will continue to rise, with stronger trends over land, and future
precipitation changes will result in exacerbated patterns of wet and dry regions. Changes in
climatic factors affect crop growth and therefore the productivity of agricultural systems,
posing challenges to the sustenance of human societies (Asseng et al., 2015). Realistic
representation of agricultural systems is a major concern in the context of global change studies
(Makowski et al., 2014). Agronomic practices, including crop management, characterize
agroecosystems and are crucial in defining adaptation strategies (Ainsworth and Ort, 2010;
Tomich et al., 2011; Porter et al., 2014). The choice of crop cultivar is the foremost
management option to optimize crop productivity, and to adapt to climate change (e.g.
Singh, Prasad, and Reddy (2013), Macholdt and Honermeier (2016), and Challinor et al.
(2016)). Crop cultivars are bred for different traits, such as phenology, habit, productivity,
vigor, resistance to pathogens, seed quality, etc. Out of these, phenological traits are
prioritized in most cases, because of the importance in matching the plant cycle to growing
season conditions, such as temperature or water supply (Sedgley, 1991; Craufurd and Wheeler,
2009).
Crop phenological development constitutes a relevant source of crop model uncertainties
(Koehler et al., 2013; Jägermeyr and Frieler, 2018). Models typically simulate the crop
phenology based on the thermal time concept (Ritchie and Nesmith, 1991; Wang et al.,
2017). Starting from the sowing (or planting) date growing-degree-days are accumulated
until thermal unit requirements are met, corresponding to crop maturity (or harvest) date
(e.g. Kucharik and Brye (2003)). Reduction factors can be included to eventually simulate
the sensitivity to photoperiod and vernalization of some crops. Thermal unit requirements
are therefore key parameters of the majority of crop models, that are used to represent the
cultivar diversity and that are typically the first to be calibrated for matching the crop cycle
duration (Archontoulis, Miguez, and Moore, 2014).
Due to a lack of information, different approaches have been developed to represent cultivar
diversity distribution in global-scale models. Before the first global datasets on sowing and
harvest dates were published (Portmann, Siebert, and Döll, 2010; Sacks et al., 2010; Bondeau
et al., 2007) modelled crop-specific sowing dates as a function of climate and the thermal
unit requirements as directly dependent on the sowing date, so that e.g. crops sown in
warmer climates would require more growing-degree-days to complete their cycle. Similarly,
Lindeskog et al. (2013) used a 10-years running mean of thermal unit requirements between
default sowing and harvest date limits.
Global datasets can be used to prescribe sowing dates and to directly calibrate crop models in
order to match observed harvest dates (Deryng et al., 2011; Drewniak et al., 2013; Elliott et
al., 2015). Such approach is possible if observations are available, which limits it applicability
to only those areas where the crop is currently grown and observational data sets are of
sufficiently good quality. Moreover, if applied under e.g. future climate scenarios, it does not
allow for accounting for eventual adjustments in cultivars selection so that assessments of
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climate change impacts on agricultural productivity often assume static cultivar selection
(Rosenzweig et al., 2014).
To overcome this, van Bussel et al. (2015) derived algorithms to compute location-specific
phenological parameters (thermal unit requirements and photoperiod factors) from climatic
variables. The algorithm, tested on wheat and maize only, can be applied also outside the
current cropland as well as under climate change. One limitation is that it requires a model
that uses the specific response functions to temperature and photoperiod applied by the
authors. However, crop models can be very diverse in the mathematical functions they use,
which themselves constitute a large source of model diversity and of uncertainty (Wang et al.,
2017).
Another approach is to estimate sowing and harvest dates, and to use these for model
phenology parametrization, similarly to prescribing observed datasets (Mathison et al.,
2018). Sacks et al. (2010) found that sowing dates of wheat and maize are dependent on
temperature, and can be predicted by fixed temperature thresholds, especially in temperate
regions. Waha et al. (2012) simulated sowing dates of several crops at the global scale,
taking into account both temperature and precipitation. Other approaches were proposed for
regional applications, to estimate sowing dates based on soil temperature and soil moisture
(Dobor et al., 2016) or both sowing and harvest dates based on the monsoon onset and retreat
(Mathison et al., 2018). In this paper we develop an algorithm to determine location-specific
cropping periods for applications in global modelling studies so that adaptation in growing
periods under climate change can be explicitly addressed. The approach can be used in
combination with either prescribed or computed sowing dates. Given a sowing date, the
algorithm returns a suitable maturity (or harvest) date, based on a) crop physiological
parameters; b) climatic conditions; c) agronomic principles for maximizing crop productivity.
We test the method on a global land area with a spatial resolution of 0.5◦ against global
reported datasets.

3.2

Methods

3.2.1

Overview

The purpose of the model is to estimate location-specific average maturity dates of grain
crops. The model has been designed particularly for applications in global scale studies,
to allow for calibrating long-term average phenology (e.g. thermal unit requirements) in
crop models, in order to represent geographical patterns of crop cultivar diversity and their
adaptation.
Only major grain crops were included in this study, in particular winter-wheat (Triticum sp.
L.), spring-wheat (Triticum sp. L.), rice (Oryza sativa L.), maize (Zea mays L.), sorghum
(Sorghum bicolor L. Moench), and soybean (Glycine max L. Merr.). These crops have dry
seeds (grains) as the harvestable product. Moreover, only rainfed cultivation systems were
considered.
The model unit consists of two entities: a human-agent (individual farmer) and a grain crop
species, and two location-specific exogenous drivers: the climate and the average crop sowing
date. Farmers are characterized by their location (grid cell) and their knowledge about
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the best growing conditions for each crop. Crops are characterized by a set of parameters,
which are the agronomic potential duration of their crop cycle (sowing to maturity) and the
repartition of this cycle into a vegetative and a reproductive phase. The latter phase is, in
turn, characterized by thresholds of base and optimum temperatures and of two different soil
moisture indicators. The model is run on a global-land grid at 0.5◦ x 0.5◦ spatial resolution
and returns for each grid cell a long-term average daily maturity date (state variable).
In a given year, the farmer grows a given crop in a given location and makes a decision on
the best sowing date and on which cultivar to grow. The model we present here focuses on
the cultivar choice. Models for computing both average and yearly sowing dates are already
available, therefore we use sowing dates as exogenous variables. Each farmer considers
the experienced climate and seasonality of the previous 20 years, as well as crop-specific
environmental limits to identify the most suitable growing period (sowing-to-maturity time)
for the considered grain crop.
The modelling workflow (Figure 3.1a) includes 1) the review of literature on crop physiological
parameters, from which we derived crop temperature parameters; 2) the analysis of climate
data and of observed crop calendars, from which we estimated the water availability
parameters; 3) the development and parametrization of the rules to estimate the maturity
date; 4) the evaluation of the rule against observed crop calendars; 5) the re-calibration of
the parameters within the predefined range. Figure 3.1b shows the decision tree for the
agronomic rules to compute maturity dates (grey box in 3.1a).

3.2.2

Model design concepts

Phenological development largely determines the suitability of a crop for a certain range of
environmental conditions (Slafer et al., 2015). We distinguish between “growing seasons”
and “growing periods”. The growing season is the period of time in the year during which
environmental conditions are suitable for a given crop to growth, while the crop growing
period is the period of time from sowing to maturity (Waha et al., 2013). Therefore, the
growing season might be longer than the growing period, as in some cases there is no
advantage of growing a crop longer than needed for maximizing yield.
We review agronomical principles for adapting crop phenology to local climate. We formalize
these principles by 1) choosing a representation of the phenological cycle common to all
grain crops; 2) deriving crop-specific environmental limits from literature; 3) defining a
classification of agro-climatic zones; 4) defining rules to identify the most suitable cropping
period for the considered grain crops in each location (grid cell). A cropping period is
identified as “most suitable” when the reproductive growth phase is maximized while the
risk of encountering stressful environmental conditions is minimized.
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42
Figure 3.1: Representation of the modelling workflow (a) and details of the agronomic rules to compute the maturity dates (b). In (a) the parallelograms
represent inputs or outputs, circles represent parameters, rectangles represent processes. In (b) diamonds are decision and rectangles are the maturity date rules.

3.2 Methods

3.2.2.1

Agronomic principles for identifying the most suitable cropping period

To be suitable, a grain crop must flower sufficiently early for seeds to mature while
favorable conditions persist. However, if flowering is too precocious, plant growth may
be insufficient to sustain seed yield (Lawn et al., 1995). The crop biomass production is
indeed a cumulative process that requires time to first capture solar radiation to convert its
energy into photosynthetic assimilates, and then to build the reproductive and the storage
organs from these. The total biomass can be maximized by letting the crop use as much
solar radiation as possible, by matching the length of the phenological development to the
length of the growing season (Egli, 2011). In the case of short growing seasons, this way also
highest grain yields are gained as often occurs at high latitudes (Peltonen-Sainio et al., 2015)
or altitudes, or in very dry environments (Bodner, Nakhforoosh, and Kaul, 2015). On the
contrary, in the case of long and favorable seasons, a crop cycle shorter than the growing
season may be sufficient to obtain the maximum grain yield. In particular, this is valid when
the total growth length exceeds the duration where reproductive growth, and therefore yield,
stops increasing (Egli, 2011). However, long growing seasons might also include or terminate
with stressful periods. Under these conditions, the use of late- or early-maturing cultivars
may be strategic for shifting the reproductive growth to a more favorable period, to avoid
stresses and yield losses (Craufurd and Qi, 2001; Clerget et al., 2008; Egli, 2011).
For an effective crop establishment, sowing should be carried out when soil temperature
allows for rapid seed germination and seedlings emergence (Waha et al., 2012). Grain yield
can be maximized when the crop is exposed to an optimum range of air temperature, and
it progressively declines as temperature increases above this range (Hatfield et al., 2011a).
Grain crops are generally more sensitive to high temperatures during the reproductive than
the vegetative development stages (Farooq et al., 2011; Singh, Prasad, and Reddy, 2013).
To enable yield formation, soil water content must be sufficient to sustain crop growth
throughout the entire growing period. Ensuring an adequate water supply during grain filling
is particularly critical for grain yield in annual crops (Asseng et al., 2015). Therefore, in
regions strongly characterized by precipitation seasonality, the growing season is dependent
on the onset and cessation of the rain (Araya, Keesstra, and Stroosnijder, 2010; Bodner,
Nakhforoosh, and Kaul, 2015; Mathison et al., 2018).
3.2.2.2

Definition of the crop phenological cycle and environmental limits

The duration of the total growing period (GP) can vary widely among locations, crops and
cultivars. We set lower (GPmin ) and upper (GPmax ) limits as indications of the biological
(or agronomical) potential of the crops. We consider the vegetative phase (GPV) to have a
flexible duration, while we assume the reproductive phase (GPR) to have a constant length
equivalent to its maximum if the growing period is long enough to support this (Table 3.1).
The time allocated to vegetative and reproductive growth follows a similar pattern in all
grain crops. According to Egli (2011), the actual yield formation period (reproductive phase)
becomes nearly constant after approaching a maximum (horizontal asymptote). Conversely,
the vegetative phase increases steadily with the total growth length. All crop species share
the same relationship, except maize, which allocates a longer time to the reproductive
phase. We call GPmaxrp the minimum growing period for attaining the longest reproductive
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Table 3.1: Crop-specific parameters (growth phase lengths) of the maturity date function.
Phases are defined by the BBCH scale (Meier, 1997). The total growing period (GP) is defined
as the sum of vegetative (GPV) and reproductive (GPR) growing periods. GPmin and GPmax
are the minimum and the maximum allowed GP, respectively. GPmaxrp is the minimum growing
period for attaining the longest reproductive phase. The parameter GPR denotes the maximum
length of the reproductive growing period for growing periods longer than GPmaxrp.
growth phase vegetative reproductive
BBCH
(00-69)
(70-89)
parameter
GPV
GPR
unit
(days)
(days)
1
winter-wheat internal
402
1
spring-wheat internal
402
rice
internal1
402
maize
internal1
602
1
sorghum
internal
402
soybean
internal1
402
(1) internally computed in the model
(2) Egli (2011)
(3) Rukhovich et al. (2007)
(4) Elliott et al. (2015)

limits of GP
(00-89)
GPmin GPmax GPmaxrp
(days)
(days)
(days)
2
3
60
330
1202
2
2
60
180
1202
602
1802
1202
602
1802
1202
2
2
60
180
1202
602
1802
1202

maturity to harvest
(89-99)
MatHar
(days)
74
74
74
214
04
214

phase. For all growing periods that are shorter than GPmaxrp , the GPR is shorter than the
parameter specified in 3.1. However, as the model does not simulate anthesis dates, the
length of the actual GPR is not explicitly computed.
In this work we represent the crop cycle by just two main phases, namely the vegetative
and the reproductive phase. There are a number of metrics to describe the phenological
development of the grain crops (e.g. BBCH (Meier, 1997), Vn-Rn stages, etc.). In several
crops, these two periods overlap, so that they can be arbitrarily defined depending on the
scope of the work. Here we call vegetative (GPV) the phase from sowing, or more precisely
from germination (BBCH 09), to the end of flowering (BBCH 69), while we call reproductive
(GPR) the phase lasting from the beginning of the grain development (BBCH 70) to the
grain physiological maturity (BBCH 89). Additionally, we take into account the senescence
phase (MatHar) from physiological maturity to the stage of harvestable grain (BBCH 99)
(Table 3.1).
We use cardinal base temperatures for reproductive development (TbaseRD ) and optimum
temperatures for reproductive production (ToptRP ) (Hatfield et al., 2011a), as thresholds to
identify the best time for the crop reproductive phase, and consequently for the end of the
growing period of a crop in a given location (Table 3.2). Together with temperature, the
crop cycle is largely influenced by water availability. We use water availability thresholds of
PPETratio and PPETratioDIF F (Table 3.2) to identify the last convenient period for crop
growth.
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Table 3.2: Crop-specific parameters (temperature (◦ C) and water thresholds (dimensionless)) used in the maturity date function and their reference values from
literature. TbaseRD is the base temperature for reproductive development, ToptRP is the optimum temperature for reproductive production (grain-filling),
PPETratio is the ratio between precipitation and evapotranspiration in a month, PPETratioDIFF is the monthly trend in moisture conditions. Mean and ranges
of parameter values found in literature are from five review studies (Porter and Gawith, 1999b; Hatfield et al., 2011a; Farooq et al., 2011; Singh, Prasad, and
Reddy, 2013; Sánchez, Rasmussen, and Porter, 2014). Temperature thresholds for sowing can be found in (Waha et al., 2012).
Parameter
Unit

TbaseRD
(°C)
values found in literature

ToptRP
(°C)
values used in
this study1
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Crop

mean

range

ref.

winter-wheat

9.5
1

(9-12)

a
b

1

spring-wheat

9.5
1

(9-12)

a
b

1

rice

8
20.7
8
8

b
d
b
d

8

b
b

8
6

maize

sorghum
soybean

8
6

(12-14)
(7-16)

7

values found in literature
mean

range

ref.

20.7
15
21.3
20.7
15
21.3
25
24.2
24
< 30
26.4
25
23
23

(15-25)
(15-25)
(12-22)
(15-25)
(15-25)
(12-22)
(23-26)
(20-31)
(18-30)

a
b
c
a
b
c
b
d
b
e
d
b
b
e

(25-30)
(25-28)
(22-24)
(23-27)

PPETratio
(-)

PPETratioDIF F
(-)

values used in
this study2

values used in this
study3

values used in this
study3

21 (12-25)

NA

NA

25 (12-25)

0.5 (0-1)

0.5 (0.1-0.5)

24 (20-31)

1.0 (0-1)

0.5 (0.1-0.5)

30 (18-30)

0.5 (0-1)

0.5 (0.1-0.5)

25 (25-28)
23 (22-27)

0.5 (0-1)
0.5 (0-1)

0.5 (0.1-0.5)
0.5 (0.1-0.5)
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(1) values of TbaseRD used in this study were selected as the minimum of the overall range reported in the references.
(2) values of ToptRP used in this study based on the sensitivity analysis. In brackets the overall range reported in the references.
The selected value was chosen as the one that can best reproduce the observed cropping calendars (minimum MAE).
(3) values of PPETratio and PPETratioDIFF used in this study based on the sensitivity analysis. In brackets the tested range.
The selected value was chosen as the one that can best reproduce the observed cropping calendars (minimum MAE).
(a) Porter and Gawith (1999b)
(b) Hatfield et al. (2011a)
(c) Farooq et al. (2011)
(d) Sánchez, Rasmussen, and Porter (2014)
(e) Singh, Prasad, and Reddy (2013)
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3.2.2.3

Rule-based decision making

We assume one farmer agent for each grid cell, and that all farmers have the same knowledge
and crop cultivar availability. The decision making on the most suitable average maturity date
for a certain crop and location is modelled by a set of rules (see below for the details). In a
given year, the farmer takes into account the long-term average temperature and precipitation
seasonality of the previous 20 years in that location and the environmental limits to the crop
reproductive growth to define the growing period that maximizes the reproductive growth
duration, while minimizing the risk of encountering stressful environmental conditions. We
assume that the farmer does not rely on any information about pre-season weather forecasts,
but that he/she expects the weather of the year-of-simulation to be close to the previous 20
years average.

3.2.3
3.2.3.1

Model details
Climate data and statistics

In this model application, we simulate maturity dates for the year 2000. As we assume farmers
to make decisions on the preceding 20 years, we computed monthly statistics for the period
1980-1999. Data of the following climatic variables were derived from the AgMERRA global
climate forcing dataset with daily time steps (Ruane, Goldberg, and Chryssanthacopoulos,
2015), that we use at 0.5◦ x 0.5◦ spatial resolution (Elliott et al., 2015). We computed the
monthly mean temperature (T, ◦ C) as the average of the daily mean temperature of all
days of each month: the monthly cumulated precipitation (P, mm month−1 ) as the sum of
the daily precipitation in that month; the monthly cumulated potential evapotranspiration
(PET, mm month−1 ) as the sum of the daily PET rate in that month, estimated with the
Priestley-Taylor equation (Priestley and Taylor, 1972), with a Priestley-Taylor coefficient of
1.391 (Gerten et al., 2004). Additionally we computed two monthly dryness indices based
on P and PET. The simple P to PET ratio (PPETratio , dimensionless, Eq. 1) indicates the
water surplus or deficit with respect to the plants water demand (Thornthwaite, 1948; Sacks
et al., 2010; van Wart et al., 2013), and the PPETratio difference of two consecutive months
(PPETratioDIF F , dimensionless, Eq. 2) indicates the monthly trend in moisture conditions.
If PPETratioDIF F m >0, the trend is declining, indicating that the following month (m+1) is
dryer than month m.
P P ETratiom = Pm /P ETm

(3.1)

P P ETratioDIF Fm = P P ETratiom − P P ETratiom+1

(3.2)

Long-term daily averages are obtained by linear interpolation of the monthly statistics, to
cope with fluctuations of daily values, and to allow for the consideration of monthly input
data.
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3.2.3.2

Agro-climatic zones classification

Agro-climatic zones can be defined based on homogeneity in the weather variables that have
greatest influence on crop growth and yield (van Wart et al., 2013), such as temperature and
water availability. According to Waha et al. (2012) we define three climate zones (seasonality
types) by the intra-annual variability (coefficient of variation, CV) of T (CVtemp ) and P
(CVprec ). These are computed on monthly climate data:
1. no temperature and no precipitation seasonality (NO SEAS.: CVprec ≤0.4 AND CVtemp
≤0.01);
2. precipitation seasonality (PREC. SEAS.: CVprec >0.4 AND CVtemp ≤0.01);
3. mixed seasonality (MIXED SEAS.: CVtemp >0.01 AND (CVprec ≤0.4 OR CVprec
>0.4)).
In addition to that, we consider the temperature of the warmest month (max(T)) and
compare it to the crop-specific thresholds for reproductive growth (TbaseRD , ToptRP ). Within
each seasonality type, three possible temperature configurations can occur:
(a) temperatures never reach the base temperature (max(T)<TbaseRD ), so that the crop
cannot complete its reproductive cycle, and therefore cannot productively be grown;
(b) temperatures exceed TbaseRD , while never exceeding the optimum temperature ToptRP ,
so that at least part of the year is available for the crop to go through its reproductive
cycle;
(c) temperatures exceed ToptRP , so that at least part of the year is characterized by
supra-optimal temperatures for yield production (see Appendix B1 , Section A).
3.2.3.3

Function to compute the maturity date

The set of rules for estimating the end of the growing period (date of physiological maturity)
is graphically described in Figure 3.1b and in Appendix B (Section A) and all parameters are
listed in 3.1 and 3.2. The seasonality type determines which climatic factor (temperature or
precipitation, or their combination), is the most limiting for the total crop cycle. Differences
between the monthly mean temperature (T) level and TbaseRD and ToptRP define the existence
of a suitable period for the reproductive growth. In the following formulas, rule numbers 1,
2, 3 refer to the seasonality types NO SEAS., PREC. SEAS, MIXED SEAS., and letters
a, b, c, refer to the temperature levels LOW T., MID T., HIGH T. respectively. Moreover,
Sowing day is the day of the year on which the growing period starts and it can be either
prescribed or simulated by any algorithm (e.g. Waha et al. (2012)), Tmax day is the day on
which the warmest temperature is reached (here assumed to be the midday of the warmest
month); Topt day1 is the first day on which T > ToptRP , Topt day2 is the last day of T >
ToptRP . PPETratio day is the first day on which the PPETratio or PPETratioDIFF falls
below the defined threshold (Table 3.2). The rule for simulating the maturity date is defined
as follows (see also Appendix B, Section A):
In regions characterized by very low temperatures, always below the base temperature for
reproductive development (max(T) < TbaseRD ), the shortest maturing cultivar is chosen,
Supplementary Information for this chapter are reported in Appendix B of the thesis. The appendix is
divided in sections identified by the letters A-G, as from the original publication.
1
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regardless of the seasonality type. The growing period is set to GPmin (agro-climatic zones
1.a, 2.a, 3.a; Eq. 3). This is a rule to ensure functionality at the global scale, and to allow
the simulation in those environments where crops in fact cannot be grown.
M aturity day = Sowing day + GPmin

(3.3)

In warmer regions (max(T) > TbaseRD ) without temperature seasonality, the crop can
complete the reproductive cycle. We do not account for possible limitations due to too high
temperature (failure temperature). If there is also no precipitation seasonality (NO SEAS.
in Appendix B, Section A), the growing period is set equal to GPmaxrp (agro-climatic zones
1.b, 1.c; Eq. 4).
M aturity day = Sowing day + GPmaxrp

(3.4)

Otherwise, under precipitation seasonality (PREC. SEAS. in Appendix B, Section A), the
maturity date might be anticipated to escape drought. The reproductive phase (GPR) is
set to start towards the end of the wet-season (PPETratio day), to guarantee soil water
availability until maturity (agro-climatic zones 2.b, 2.c; Eq. 5).

M aturity day = min


P P ETratio day + GP R
Sowing day + GP

(3.5)

maxrp

In regions with temperature and eventually precipitation seasonality (MIXED SEAS. in
Appendix B, Section A), the maturity date is determined by setting the reproductive phase
in the most suitable period of the year, to minimize stresses, and to leave sufficient time to
develop photosynthetic organs. The most limiting factor is the one that occurs first. The
growing period cannot be shorter or longer than GPmin or GPmax respectively. Under mid
temperature conditions (ToptRP > max(T) > TbaseRD ), the reproductive phase starts at the
warmest day of the year (Tmax day) (agro-climatic zone 3.b; Eq. 6).



max(Sowing day + GPmin ; Tmax day + GP R)



M aturity day = min max(Sowing day + GPmin ; P P ETratio day + GP R)


(3.6)




Sowing day + GPmax

Under high temperature conditions (max(T) > ToptRP ) (agro-climatic zone 3.c) we distinguish
between winter and spring crop types: Winter crops have a long time available for their
vegetative growth that they can exploit during both autumn and spring. Maturity occurs as
soon as the temperature exceeds the optimum temperature (Topt day1 ), so that the crop can
escape high temperature stress by maturing beforehand. We assume no water limitations
(Eq. 7).

M aturity day = min


max(Sowing day + GPmin ; Topt day1 )
Sowing day + GP

(3.7)

max

Spring crops need to use the first part of the season for developing photosynthetic organs,
so that the earliest period of the season with optimal conditions for reproductive growth
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is in fact used for the vegetative phase. The start of the reproductive cycle is set when
the mean temperature falls below the optimum temperature (Topt day2 ), to avoid the risks
of high-temperature stress in the middle of the growing period, and to ensure the best
conditions for the reproductive phase (Eq. 8).



max(Sowing day + GPmin ; Topt day2 )




M aturity day = min max(Sowing day + GPmin ; P P ETratio day + GP R)


(3.8)




Sowing day + GPmax

For comparison with observational datasets, which report harvest dates rather than maturity
dates, we estimate harvest dates by adding a crop-specific maturity to harvest (MatHar)
time (Table 3.1) to the computed maturity dates (Eq. 9).
Harvest day = M aturity day + M atHar

(3.9)

In summary, the end of the cropping period can be triggered by one of the following reasons:
the choice of the earliest-maturing cultivar (GPmin ); the cultivar with the longest grainfilling phase (GPmaxrp ); the latest-maturing cultivar (GPmax ); or the occurrence of water
limitations (w. lim.); mid-temperature limitations (mid. t.); high-temperature limitations
(high t.).
3.2.3.4

Model setup

We used R (R Core Team, 2015) for the model implementation, the data preparation, and
the overall analysis. In order to examine its performance and sensitivity, we run the model
with different parametrization settings and input data (Table 3.3).
Table 3.3: Summary table of model runs.

Run setup ID

Nr. of runs per
crop

Parametrization

Sowing date

1
2
3
4

315
1
1
1

sensitivity
calibrated
calibrated
calibrated

MIRCA2000
MIRCA2000
SAGE
Simulated (Waha et al., 2012)

3.2.3.5

Parametrization

For simplicity, we assume unique values of the model parameters to be valid globally. We
derived parameters related to the growth phase lengths (GPR, GPmin , GPmaxrp , GPmax ,
MatHar) (Table 3.1) and to temperature thresholds (TbaseRD , ToptRP ) from literature (Table
2). We were not able to find reference values of PPETratio and PPETratioDIFF thresholds or
any other moisture-related thresholds for any specific growth phase. We therefore explored
the patterns of the two variables throughout the observed growing periods (MIRCA2000). We
find that except for winter- and spring-wheat, for all other crops PPETratio starts declining
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from about two months before harvest, with the stronger negative trend (PPETratioDIF F )
about one month before harvest (Appendix B, Section C).
3.2.3.6

Sensitivity analysis and calibration

We perform a sensitivity analysis of the maturity date function to ToptRP , PPETratio and
PPETratioDIFF thresholds. For this we used MIRCA2000 sowing dates as the model input
data. As the representativeness of the reported ToptRP range is not clear for each grain crop
considered here, we also test whether the model behavior is substantially different outside
the reported temperature range. Therefore, we run the model with different temperature
thresholds ranging from 2◦ C below the lowest reported temperature threshold to 2◦ C above
the reported temperature threshold in increments of one degree. For the moisture related
thresholds we used ranges of representative values (0, 0.5, 1 for PPETratio and 0.1, 0.2, 0.3,
0.4, 0.5 for PPETratioDIF F ). Subsequently, we calibrate the function to MIRCA2000 by
testing which thresholds can best reproduce the reported cropping calendars. We select the
parameter set for each crop that leads to the lowest global area-weighted Mean Absolute
Error (MAE) (see Section 3.2.4).
3.2.3.7

Model response to input data

We also compute cropping calendars by combining the calibrated maturity date function
presented above with three different sowing date inputs: MIRCA2000, SAGE and simulated
with sowing date function proposed by Waha et al. (2012).

3.2.4

Model evaluation

To evaluate the model’s skill in estimating maturity dates, we compare global-scale simulations
for the six crops for the year 2000 to the two most applied global cropping calendar datasets
(MIRCA2000, Portmann, Siebert, and Döll (2010), and SAGE, Sacks et al. (2010) in the
modelling community. In order to exclude the uncertainty due to the sowing date, we
prescribe the sowing date from the observation-based dataset. The MIRCA2000 (v1.1)
dataset (Portmann, Siebert, and Döll, 2010) provides monthly cropping periods of 26
crop types, as well as the associated growing areas, available at 0.5◦ grid cell resolution,
representative for the time period 1998 to 2002. For our analysis, we refer to the rainfed
sub-crops with the largest reported area for rice, maize, sorghum, soybeans. For wheat, we
merged sub-crops 1 and 2 and distinguished between winter- and spring-wheat as follows
(map shown in Appendix B, Section B). We assume that the growing season refers to
winter-crop if (i) the cropping period includes the coldest month of the year, and (ii) the
mean temperature of the coldest month is lower than 10◦ C. The SAGE dataset (Sacks et al.,
2010) provides typical planting and harvesting dates for 19 crops, available at 0.5◦ resolution,
representative for the time for the 1990s or early 2000s. In comparison with MIRCA2000
this dataset (i) has a daily resolution; (ii) distinguishes between winter- and spring-wheat;
(iii) does not distinguish irrigated and rainfed crops; (iv) does not include data on crop area;
(v) is often uniform in large administrative units such as countries. For the evaluation of
the goodness-of-fit of the model to the observed datasets, we employ the Mean Absolute
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Error (MAE) index (Jachner, Boogaart, and Petzoldt, 2007), area-weighted as in Waha et al.
(2012).
n
∑︁

M AE =

|Si − Oi | · Ai

i=1
n
∑︁

(3.10)
Ai

i=1

Where n is the number of observations (grid-cells with a reported harvest date), i is the
index of the grid cell, S and O are respectively the simulated and observed date (months)
of grid-cell i, A is the cropped area (ha) of grid-cell i. For weights, we use the crop area of
MIRCA2000, which we also employ for masking uncropped areas in maps when displaying
results.

3.3
3.3.1

Results
Model sensitivity and parametrization

The results of the model calibration reveal (Appendix B, Section D) that, with the exception
of sorghum, temperature thresholds outside the reported ranges (Table 3.2) would not lead
to better model performances. For sorghum, the minimum MAE is obtained with a ToptRP
value of 1◦ C lower than the reported temperature range, but it is only marginally better
than the lowest reported threshold temperature. Rice, soybean and winter-wheat show
a U-shaped curve, with a minimum MAE in the middle of the tested temperature range,
whereas maize and spring-wheat show best performances at the upper limit of the reported
temperature range, but with stable MAE values above this. The sensitivity to PPETratio
and PPETratioDIF F indicate that most crops, except rice, perform best (minimum MAE)
when both parameters are set to 0.5. This indicates that last phases of the crop growth
cycles are shorter if there is either a period characterized by low P and/or high PET, or by
a drastic change in the precipitation regime from wet to dry. The performance of the model
for winter-wheat is completely insensitive to PPETratio and PPETratioDIF F , as we assume
no water limitation in the maturity date rule of this crop (Table 3.2).

3.3.2
3.3.2.1

Computed maturity dates
Aggregated model performances

At the global aggregation level, the calibrated model can largely reproduce the observed
harvest months from both MIRCA2000 (calibration dataset) and SAGE (independent dataset),
with an absolute error lower than 30 days for all crops except for rice (Fig. 3.2). Specifically,
for winter-wheat, spring-wheat, rice, maize, sorghum, and soybean, 82, 78, 61, 93, 82, 91%
of the total area respectively, show an error within +/-1 month. The comparison against
SAGE results in similar MAE values (Appendix B, Section E) and 90, 77, 54, 79, 58, 92%
with an error within +/-1 month. The different criteria for determining the end of the
cropping period are distributed across different error classes, so that no systematic error can
be detected in any of the rules (Fig. 3.2). High temperature limitations typically do not
constrain growing periods of spring-wheat and maize. All crops are mostly grown for periods
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longer than their lower potential limit (GPmin ), and shorter than their upper-potential
(GPmax ).

Figure 3.2: Aggregated performances of the model to compute the maturity dates. The bar plot
shows the frequency distribution of the difference between simulated and observed (MIRCA2000)
harvest dates. The frequency is measured in terms of harvested area (Mha), the sum of all
bars is the total area (Mha) of the crop reported by MIRCA2000. The colors indicate the
different realized harvest reasons: the choice of the earliest-maturing cultivar (GPmin ); the
cultivar with the longest grain-filling phase (GPmaxrp ); the latest-maturing cultivar (GPmax );
or the occurrence of water limitations (w. lim.); mid-temperature limitations (mid. t.); hightemperature limitations (high t.). MAE is the area weighted mean absolute error (days, Eq. 10)
for the crop.

3.3.2.2

Global patterns

In this and the following sections of the main text we show results for maize only (Fig. 3.3),
as this crop has the largest cultivated area (Fig. 3.2) and diversity of climates (Fig. 3.3(a)).
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Results of all simulated crops are presented in Appendix B (Section F), but also discussed
in the main text. We concentrate in the main text on the results of the simulation with
prescribed sowing dates from MIRCA2000 (Fig. 3.3) and provide a comparison of results
with computed sowing dates (Waha et al., 2012) in Appendix B (Section G).
Maize is cultivated in nearly all considered climatic zones (Fig. 3.3(a)) and therefore rules
(Appendix B, Section A) for computing the maturity date are very diverse. Maize growing
seasons encounter mean temperatures above the optimum (29◦ C) in sub-Saharan Africa
and in India. The remaining maize cultivated area is characterized by average monthly
temperature between TbaseRD and ToptRP for at least part of the year (Appendix B, Sections
E and F).
Various factors cause the end of maize growing period across regions (Fig. 3.3(b)). In
temperate regions the maize cycle follows the seasonal evolution of temperature (purple
color, Fig. 3.3(b)), resulting in fairly long (up to 7 months) total GPs (Fig. 3.3(d)). In some
areas, such as around the Mediterranean Sea, sub-Saharan and East Africa, South-East Asia
(orange color, Fig. 3.3(b)), the maturity date is triggered by the occurrence of a dry period
(3 to 4 months GP). In parts of India and Mexico, either temperature or water limitation
occur soon after sowing, determining a very short total GP (2 months). Within the tropics
large areas show no constraints for maize to grow for up to 5 months. Spatial patterns of
maize harvest date are rather well reproduced by the model (Fig. 3.3(c, e, f)). According to
both observations and simulations, large regions of North America, Eastern Europe, and
Russia show similar values (no differences in Fig. 2(f)), indicating convergence of maize
harvest dates in mid-temperature areas. In these areas the gradients in GPs are therefore a
result of gradients sowing dates. Similarly, good agreement with the observation is found
in South America, with homogeneous harvest time and GP found over large parts of the
continent.
The model systematically overestimates the end of the growing period in Central Africa
and Eastern China. Differences between the computed and observed harvest date are found
e.g. in Mexico, around the Mediterranean Sea, and in South-Eastern China. In these areas,
MIRCA2000 reports homogeneous values, while the model simulates gradients. From Fig.
3.3(f) it can be seen that there is a shift from -1 to +1 months difference across these gradients.
For example, harvest in Spain goes from August-September to October progressing from
south to north. In these areas, the observations report harvest homogeneously for September.
Compared to maize, the other five crops have growing seasons more likely affected by nonoptimal temperatures. In particular, the high temperature rules (1.c, 2.c, 3.c) apply to the
largest fraction of the current cultivated area of rice, sorghum and soybean (Figure E1, E3
in Appendix B, Section E), which require cultivars with a longer growing period to avoid the
high-temperature during the reproductive phase.
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Figure 3.3: Results of the modelling workflow phases and evaluation for maize: (a) agro-climatic
zones of cultivation and corresponding rule applied for computing the harvest date (1.a-3.c); (b)
realized harvest reason, representing the factor causing the end of the growing period (GPmin
is earliest-maturing cultivar; GPmaxrp is longest grain-fill cultivar; GPmax is latest-maturing
cultivar; w.lim is water limitations; mid t. is mid-temperature limitations; hight t. is hightemperature limitations.); (c); computed harvest month with our modelling approach, where we
have prescribed the sowing date from MIRCA2000; (d) length of the computed total growing
period (GP, sowing-to-harvest time); (e) observed harvest month from MIRCA2000; (f) difference
between computed and observed harvest month. White color indicates pixels with less than
0.001% maize cultivated area according to MIRCA2000.

Patterns of soybean GP are relatively similar to those of maize, while generally spring-wheat
and sorghum show shorter GPs. For winter-wheat GPs are mostly calculated as very long
(7 to 11 month), with increasing lengths in colder regions (central-Europe and Russia).
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Sub-Tropical regions show quite uniform GP durations and similar among different crops (e.g.
maize, sorghum, rice in Sub-Saharan Africa). Though in India, GP differs between crops
because the maturity date is triggered by different reasons. Similarly to maize the spatial
patterns of harvest dates are well reproduced by the model for all crops. Winter-wheat and
soybean show gradients of harvest dates, due to gradients in the driving climatic factors (e.g.
temperature patterns in the United States), leading to differences to the observations, which
report uniform values within geographical units.

3.3.3

Full simulation of the cropping periods

Results for both simulated sowing and harvest and their difference to MIRCA2000 are
shown in Appendix B (Section G). Simulated cropping periods are displayed for the entire
global land, therefore also in regions where crops are not currently grown. Simulations and
observations show similar degrees of agreement for both sowing and harvest dates, with
coinciding spots of largest differences e.g. south-eastern China, southern Brazil, Tanzania
for maize (Appendix B, Section G). The duration of the total GP shows good agreement
with the observed one, even in the areas where sowing and/or harvest dates deviate from
observations. Indeed, the sign of the simulated to observed difference is in most cases the
same although there are some exceptions. Winter-wheat in the USA shows at the same time
delayed sowing and anticipated harvest, resulting in an overall shorter GP with respect to
MIRCA2000. Soybean in south-eastern China results in longer GP, due to an earlier sowing
and a delayed harvest.

3.4

Discussion

We show that average maturity (and harvest) dates can be estimated from crop-specific plant
physiological parameters and climatic conditions for the majority of currently cropped areas.
For the largest part of the global cultivated land the model results are in agreement with
both MIRCA2000 (dataset used for model calibration) and SAGE (independent dataset).
The mean absolute error (MAE) is close to or lower than about 1 month for all the considered
crops. On a local scale or within a single year, a difference of a month in the maturity date
of a crop could make a substantial difference e.g. for the crop productivity. However, such an
error value is not large when considering the global scale of this study. Similar errors were
obtained for sowing dates (Waha et al., 2012) and growing periods (van Bussel et al., 2015;
Mathison et al., 2018). Differences can be explained partly by limitations in the modelling
approach, and partly by shortcomings in the datasets used for comparison. MIRCA2000
reports dates with a monthly resolution. This means that when using this observationbased dataset as input to models with a daily time step assumptions must be made for
converting months to days. This necessarily introduces an uncertainty of about a month
in the observations themselves. On the other hand, SAGE has a daily resolution. Despites,
its use is also subject to uncertainty due to low resolved spatial patterns (e.g. uniform
country values) and to the large reported ranges around sowing and harvest dates. These
shortcomings do not leave much room for improving the accuracy in our model evaluation. In
addition, the authors of the MIRCA2000 dataset recommend caution in using such cropping
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dates “in areas where local biophysical constraints differ considerably from average constrains
within the calendar unit” (Portmann, Siebert, and Döll, 2010). We find that where the
data are homogeneous over large areas, the model can simulate spatial gradients distributed
around the average maturity date. In such cases, the simulated maturity dates seem to be
more realistic than the observed ones.
The two previously proposed approaches for the estimation of crop maturity or harvest dates
that we could find in the literature are more empirically based, as they directly derive rules
by crop calendar observations and climate data. The method from van Bussel et al. (2015),
computes location-specific cultivar parameters (thermal units requirements, vernalization and
photoperiod) with linear-regression models, and from these derives harvest dates. Mathison
et al. (2018) models the rice–wheat rotation calendar in South Asia based on the Asian
Summer Monsoon. They derive the sowing and harvest date rules by simply computing the
difference between onset/cessation of the monsoon and the observed sowing/harvest dates,
and determining the weighted area averages from these to derive the rule. With a similar
performance in terms of estimation error, our approach has the advantage of being more
process-based which allows for better understanding of underlying mechanisms of cropping
periods selection and for more explicit assumptions on future crop varieties’ choice scenarios
(e.g. different crop sensitivities to temperature, or crop phenological phase durations).
The results show that a single set of rules (with crop-specific parameters) is valid for
simulating the average current growing periods of any of the grain crops. Even though the
model represents a very complex decision making process in a simplified way, its ability to
reproduce global cropping calendar variability and patterns suggests that a few climatic
variables and crop physiological limits can explain a large portion of the recent cropping
period patterns. This endorses the idea that agricultural practices have been adapting to
the climatic conditions experienced by farmers (Olesen et al., 2012). Specifically, it shows
that farmers tend to grow the crops under the best available conditions for maximizing
crop productivity. In particular, the timing of the reproductive phase seems to be a general
criterion for selecting grain crops cultivars. In environments characterized by temperature
seasonality, where the first phases of the crop cycles are subject to cooler temperatures (e.g.
winter-wheat), it seems a common practice to extend the growing period, and therefore
prolong the vegetative development (Appendix B, Section F, panels d), to let the reproductive
phase occurring within the warmest season. However, stressful temperatures or water-scarce
seasons can require the use of shorter or longer maturing cultivars. In line with previous
findings (Egli, 2011; Hay, Porter, et al., 2006; Parent et al., 2018), we assume a much
larger flexibility of the vegetative phase length, as compared to a more stable reproductive
phase. However, it has been shown that crop breeding has in some cases targeted earlier
flowering and extended the reproductive phases (Glotter and Elliott, 2016). As we explicitly
parametrize this in our model, it is possible to account for such genetic improvement in
future studies.
On farms, when selecting for cultivars and cropping periods, farmers may take into account
several factors (e.g. soil conditions, yield potentials, pests and diseases, consumer preferences)
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that are not explicitly considered in our model. In consequence, as for the simulation of
sowing dates (Waha et al., 2012), the model performs very well in regions with clearly
climate-defined growing periods, as temperate zones, or sub-tropical regions with strong
precipitation seasonality. It results in larger deviations in regions with long suitable growing
seasons that allow for more flexibility in timing of agricultural operations. Moreover, the
model does not consider multiple cropping systems or crop rotations, but addresses singlecrop systems only. The cultivation of different crops in a sequence can nevertheless constrain
the growing periods of each single crop. In temperate and continental regions, the rotations
typically include both winter and summer crop types (Kollas et al., 2015). In such cases
harvest and sowing of two consecutive crops are in rapid succession, leading to e.g. delayed
sowing of the winter crop. However, it has been shown that there is convergence of anthesis
and maturity dates of winter crops, that results in similar harvest times for crops sown
several weeks apart (Hay, Porter, et al., 2006). In sub-tropical regions, long and favorable
growing seasons often allow for sequential cropping systems, where two crops are grown in
sequence within a single growing season. These systems can be more productive than the
cultivation of the longest-growing cultivar of a single crop citepWaha2013. In the model,
we account for a maximum growing period length, beyond which there is no further yield
benefit (GPmaxrp ). For future model applications, this feature could allow for using the
remaining suitable growing period for a second crop cycle in the same year. We apply a
crop-specific parametrization, even though differences exist not only among species, but
also among cultivars or sub-species, such as Indica or Japonica rice (Sánchez, Rasmussen,
and Porter, 2014). Knowledge on cultivar-specific characteristics would improve the model
applicability, although to evaluate the performances of such parametrization, one would
require spatially explicit datasets on cultivars, as well as on their cropping periods, which
may be difficult to retrieve even at a regional scale.
The model does not account either for soil water holding capacity or any water-harvesting,
or soil moisture conservation practices (Jägermeyr et al., 2016), which exist even in rainfed
systems. These could be the reason for the underestimated GPs (harvest dates are simulated
earlier than observations), e.g. maize in India and Mexico. Similarly, the large fraction
of underestimated rice harvest dates (e.g. -3 months difference for rice panel in Fig. 3.2,
Southeast-Asia and Colombia, Appendix B, Section F) may derive from different assumptions
on water management in the model and MIRCA2000. This dataset assigns standard GP
lengths to three classes of rainfed rice cultivation systems (7 to 8 months to upland-; 7 months
to deep-water-; 4 months to paddy-rice systems). This suggests that the maximum GP
that we assume in these areas is not parameterized well for rice and that a higher threshold
(GPmaxrp ) could lead to a substantial model improvement in these areas. Although such
extended observed GPs might coincide with deep-water rice (flooded) (Khush, Garrity, et al.,
1984), this practice is not considered in the model. Moreover, upland rice can have shorter
GP (Khush, Garrity, et al., 1984) than those assumed by MIRCA2000. In the same areas,
both MIRCA2000 and SAGE report secondary growing periods of rice with much shorter
(3 to 4 months) durations (not shown here), which are closer to our results. To include
explicit simulation of the soil water content into our modelling approach would drastically
increase its complexity, and the number of simulated processes and assumptions. This would
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in fact require the use of a global crop-hydrological model (e.g. Schaphoff et al. (2018) with
dynamic simulation of soil-plant hydrological processes and with additional input datasets
on soil types, weather variables, and water management. We have shown that the end of the
reported growing periods coincides respectively with a declining or peaking trends of the two
simple indicators based on the P to PET ratio, that we therefore consider good indicators of
dryness that can be used for large parts of the simulated land area.
Our findings show that it is generally possible to compute growing periods, defined by sowing
dates (Waha et al., 2012) and maturity dates (this study) from climatic parameters. To our
knowledge, this is the first study that presents a methodology to directly estimate maturity
dates at the global scale, without relying on GDD computation. Note that the model should
not be used for directly estimating interannual variability in crop phenology. This method
provides a dataset that can be used to parametrize crop phenology without relying on any
particular phenological model. It can be used to fill data gaps or to estimate cropping
periods outside the current cropland as done by Elliott et al. (2015) for the sowing dates.
The combination of sowing and harvest date function also allows for embedding agricultural
management decisions on the cropping periods within global crop modelling approaches,
where the assumption is often that farmers do not adjust to changes in growing seasons
(Rosenzweig et al., 2014). Uncertainty about future climate can be accounted for by running
our algorithm with different climate datasets. Under extreme scenarios it is likely that the
model would not find suitable growing periods for the crops. In such case, as for the currently
unsuitable regions, the algorithm would choose the shortest maturing cultivar. Moreover,
the model allows for studying changes in crop sensitivity to temperature or precipitation
due to breeding or to technological change, as the crop physiological limits are explicitly
represented. This enables to account for autonomous adaptation in crop model simulations,
but comes at the price that cultivation systems in some regions (e.g. tropics) can only be
presented less well for current conditions than if sowing dates were prescribed (Elliott et al.,
2015; Müller et al., 2017). The implications of this need to be tested with the model-specific
parameterization of crop species and will have to be considered in the interpretation of
results.
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Significance statement
Agricultural systems dynamically evolve in response to environmental, technological, and
societal changes.

The growing and wealthier global population, combined with the

competition for land and other resources require agricultural productivity to increase while
adapting to potentially negative impacts of climate change. As yet, many studies have
focused on the pure biophysical responses of crop yields to climate change, assuming no
change in management. We present new quantitative evidence that opportunities in adjusting
the growing periods to new local climate can outweigh adverse climate change effects. Our
results suggest that such shifts in crop growing periods could improve productivity across
most of the present cropland, although not sufficient to completely offset negative impacts
where conditions become almost unsuitable for agricultural production.
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Abstract
Broad evidence is pointing at possible adverse impacts of climate change on crop yields. Due
to scarce information about management practices and farmers’ decision making, most globalscale studies, however, do not consider adaptation strategies. Here we use a global modeling
framework to investigate how accounting for crop phenology adaptation affects estimates of
climate change impacts on global crop production under future climate. Farmers in each
simulation unit are assumed to select sowing dates and cultivars to match the crop growing
periods with the most favorable climatic season. We compare counterfactual management
scenarios, assuming crop calendars and cultivars to be either the same as in the reference
climate or adapted to future climate. We find that, even under the assumption of unchanged
management, climate-driven production losses (-13%) can be overcompensated by the CO2
fertilization effect (+9%). However, by using decision-making rules for optimized sowing
dates and cultivar choices, we are able to identify growing periods that can further increase
global crop production up to +19%. Yet, most of the currently cultivated land will experience
limitations to crop growth, such as too high temperatures or too dry growing seasons. The
adaptation algorithm used here allows for identifying regions where these limitations can be
overcome and others where they render climate change phenology adaptation very challenging.
Growing period adaptation in general requires growing longer maturing cultivars. However,
these might not exist yet and the adaptation potential shown here might require concerted
actions of farmers, breeders and markets to provide new cultivars.
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4.1

Introduction

Plant phenology is the sequence of morphological and physiological events in the annual
plant growth cycle. The onset and rate of progress of phenological events are primarily
driven by air temperature (and in some species by day length) and therefore the rising global
temperatures due to climate change alter the timing of plants’ phenology. Phenological
records of the recent past in Europe (Menzel et al., 2006; Estrella, Sparks, and Menzel, 2009)
show that the responses of plants to temperature increase has determined earlier and faster
phenological progress of both wild and cultivated plants. Faster growing cycles associated to
higher temperatures have been indicated as one of the main mechanisms of climate change
impacts on crop yields (Asseng et al., 2014; Zhao et al., 2017).
However, phenology of annual crops depends also on farmers’ decisions on sowing dates and
varietal choice (Craufurd and Wheeler, 2009; Olesen et al., 2012; Tao et al., 2014) and it has
been observed to be less responsive to historical temperature increase than the phenology of
natural ecosystems (Estrella, Sparks, and Menzel, 2009; Estrella, sparks, and Menzel, 2007).
Annual crops have growing period durations of usually much less than a year. They are thus
exposed only to a fraction of the annual weather (Roberts, Summerfield, and Ellis, 1997),
and farmers can adapt crop management practices to enhance productivity and resource use
by growing crops during the most favorable season. The existence of cultivars with a broad
range of maturity classes enables the geographical distribution of individual crops over large
regions (Trevaskis et al., 2007; Kamran, Iqbal, and Spaner, 2014) and it is considered central
for adapting cropping systems to changing climatic conditions (Kahiluoto et al., 2018).
It is of paramount importance to accurately represent growing periods and phenology in crop
simulation models for estimating yield responses to climatic factors (Sacks and Kucharik,
2011). At the global scale, calibration of crop phenology to reported historical crop calendars
(e.g. Portmann, Siebert, and Döll (2010) and Sacks et al. (2010)) has been shown to improve
simulation of observed inter-annual yield variability (Elliott et al., 2018; Jägermeyr and
Frieler, 2018). However, such static parameterizations do not allow for assessing farmers’
adaptive behavior under climate change influence and therefore previous studies have assumed
unchanged sowing dates and cultivar selection for climate impact assessments (Rosenzweig
et al., 2014). Recent regional studies indicate that climate change impacts on crops might
be overestimated when adaptive changes in management remain unconsidered. For Western
Germany, for instance, Rezaei et al. (2018) found that temperature increases explain only
half of the observed negative trend in heading date (timing of inflorescence emergence) of
winter wheat, while recent faster-maturing cultivars account for the rest. In the U.S., maize
yields have increased despite temperature increases, not least due to earlier sowing and
longer-season cultivars (Butler, Mueller, and Huybers, 2018). Experimental trials show that
improved wheat cultivars with delayed anthesis and increased grain filling rate (Asseng et al.,
2018), or with early sowing (Hunt et al., 2019), can increase productivity under the currently
warming climate.
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That said, studying changes in crop phenology at global level is constrained by the lack of
sufficient information on farm management. In particular, there is no comprehensive data
set on crop cultivars and their thermal-time requirements (van Bussel et al., 2015). For
historical studies, these can be derived from rather coarse global crop calendars (Jägermeyr
and Frieler, 2018) but the assessments of future agricultural production systems typically
ignore adaptation in crop phenology (Rosenzweig et al., 2014). Recently, there has been
increasing efforts towards better representing farmers’ decision making on crop growing
periods and cultivars in crop models (Waha et al., 2012; van Bussel et al., 2015; Mathison
et al., 2018; Iizumi, Kim, and Nishimori, 2019; Minoli et al., 2019).
The aim of this study is to investigate how accounting for farmers’ adaptive management
affects estimates of climate change impacts on global crop productivity under future climate
(2080-2099). Particularly, we assess (i) how farmers could adapt crop phenology in response
to climate change by adjusting sowing dates and cultivars and (ii) how climate change
impacts on crop yields and production may vary under different management assumptions.
We consider three counterfactual management settings, where farmers are assumed to
continue applying current management practices (unchanged management); to promptly
adapt sowing dates and cultivars to future climate (complete adaptation); to adapt sowing
dates and cultivars, but with 20 years delay delayed adaptation (Table 4.1). The estimation
of sowing and harvest dates is based on the methodology described in Waha et al. (2012)
and Minoli et al. (2019), respectively. These are rule-based approaches that use climate
statistics and agronomic principles to identify the most suitable average growing periods
of major food crops in each grid cell of the model. We assume that farmers select the
growing period of each crop by maximizing the time for grain growth while minimizing
the risk for adverse environmental conditions, based on the long-term average temperature
and precipitation seasonality. Phenological parameters (thermal units between sowing and
harvest) are estimated to parametrize adapted crop cultivars for different climate scenarios.
We then simulate daily crop phenology and yields under historical and future climate with
the LPJmL-PHU model (Jägermeyr and Frieler (2018); additional details in Appendix C1 ,
Supplementary text S1) under different adaptation assumptions. We assess the effects of
climate change and adaptation under four different climate scenarios from the General
Circulation Models (GCMs) GFDL-ESM2M, HadGEM2-ES, IPSL-CM5A-LR and MIROC5
under the Representative Concentration Pathways 6.0 (RCP6.0) as provided by the ISIMIP2b
project (Frieler et al., 2017b).

4.2
4.2.1
4.2.1.1

Methods
Modeling framework
Crop calendars and cultivar parameters

We derived location-specific cropping calendars by combining two approaches to estimate
average sowing and harvest dates respectively, that are explicitly targeted to global modeling
1

Supplementary Information for this chapter are reported in Appendix C of the thesis.
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applications. Particularly, we derived both historical and future long-term average sowing
and maturity (here considered to be equal to the harvest) dates following the methodologies
described by Waha et al. (2012) and Minoli et al. (2019), respectively. Both are rule-based
approaches in which the underlying assumption is that farmers base their decisions on the
timing of sowing, on which cultivar to grow on the climatic (20-years weather) characteristics
of the specific location and, lastly, on the physiological limitations of the respective crop
species.
The climate is classified based on the coefficient of variation of long-term averages of monthly
temperature and precipitation. In case of predominant precipitation seasonality, the preferred
sowing date is assumed to occur at the onset of the wet season. On the contrary, if the most
constraining factor to the growing season is temperature, the sowing date occurs when a
crop-specific threshold is crossed. After determining the sowing date, as described above, the
average maturity date is estimated following three main principles: 1) the crop grain filling
phase, the most critical for yield formation, should occur under the least stressful conditions
possible, therefore avoiding temperatures higher than the crop optima and dry period with
insufficient water supply (for rainfed crops only); 2) if both temperature and water supply
are limiting, the stress factor that occurs earlier triggers the end of the growing period; 3) in
case of long and favorable seasons, there is no advantage in growing a crop for more than
about 120 days, as thereafter the increment of the grain filling phase per additional unit of
total growth time levels off.
The choice of cultivars requires two steps, first the estimation of the most suitable growing
period (sowing and maturity dates as described above and in Minoli et al. (2019)) and
second, the computation of the phenological thermal units (TU, ◦ C day) required to meet
the targeted maturity date on a multi-year average basis. TUs are specifically derived
for each grid cell and crop from the respective climate input. They are calculated as the
sum of daily mean air temperature increments above a crop-specific base temperature (see
Table S1) between the sowing and maturity. Wheat phenology also considers vernalization
requirements. More details on the TU calculation are presented in Jägermeyr and Frieler
(2018). Obtained TUs are calculated externally and then used as model input to simulate
daily phenological progress, which represent the pace of crop development from sowing to
maturity as dependent on the air temperature.
4.2.1.2

Crop phenology and yields simulation

We performed a modeling experiment across the global land grid at 0.5◦ x 0.5◦ resolution.
We used the LPJmL-PHU model version (Jägermeyr and Frieler (2018); refer also to
Supplementary text S1) to simulate daily growth and phenological development of five
grain crops (maize, rice, sorghum, soybean, wheat) and two irrigation settings (rainfed and
unlimited irrigation). In the historical runs, the 20-years average crop yields have been
calibrated to FAO country level statistics , by scaling the maximum Leaf Area Index parameter
(LAImax, ranging from 1 to 7) which is an indicator of cropping systems intensity (e.g.
fertilization inputs). The harvest index and a scaling factor that describes the relationship
of leaf-level photosynthesis to field-scale photosynthesis are scaled together with LAImax as
described by Fader et al. (2010).
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4.2.2

Experimental design

4.2.2.1

Management settings

We investigate adaptation potentials to the end-of-the-century climate change (2080-2099) of
sowing and cultivar choice, by simulating crop yields under three counterfactual management
settings: (i) sowing and cultivar adapted to the 1986-2005 historical climate unchanged
management; (ii) sowing and cultivar adapted to the 2060-2079 climate delayed adaptation;
and (iii) sowing and cultivar adapted to the 2080-2099 climate complete adaptation (Table
4.1).
We run separate simulations for five different crops (maize, rice, sorghum, soybean and
wheat) and two water management settings: purely rainfed and fully irrigated. It should
be noted that the computed sowing dates do not differ between rainfed and irrigated crops.
Hence, in water limited regions, growing periods of both rainfed and irrigated crops are
starting in correspondence of the main precipitation season. In contrast, the water limitation
rule for the computation of the maturity dates of irrigated crops was switched off. Therefore,
irrigated-crop cycles are allowed to extend for a longer period than the rainfed crops into
the dry season.

Table 4.1: Simulation protocol. Characteristics of management assumptions and climate inputs
for four simulation setups run for each climate scenario. Sowing and harvest dates are calculated
based on the climate of the respective time period and cultivar thermal unit requirements are
computed as described in the methods for three different time slices.

ID

Management settings
Sowing dates and Sowing and cultivar
cultivars
adapted to time period

Crop model simulation time period

1
2

Reference
Unchanged management
Delayed
adaptation
Complete adaptation

1986-2005
1986-2005

Historical
Future

1986-2005
2080-2099

2060-2079

Future

2080-2099

2080-2099

Future

2080-2099

3
4

4.2.2.2

Historical and future climate data

We used climate forcing and CO2 mixing ratios datasets from the ISIMIP2b protocol (Frieler
et al., 2017b). These include bias-adjusted climate input data from the CMIP5 project
(Taylor, Stouffer, and Meehl, 2012) at daily temporal resolution and 0.5◦ horizontal resolution
for historical and future conditions. We used data of four individual General Circulation
Models (GCMs), namely GFDL-ESM2M, HadGEM2-ES, IPSL-CM5A-LR and MIROC5
under the Representative Concentration Pathways 6.0 (RCP6.0) of three 20-years long time
slices: 1986-2005, 2060-2079 and 2080-2099.
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4.2.2.3

Data processing and analysis

We assess the future adaptation potentials over the present-day cropland. We use the
MIRCA2000 dataset (Portmann, Siebert, and Döll, 2010) that reports crop-specific area
separating for rainfed and irrigated crops at 0.5◦ resolution. We refer to the crop-specific
total area, summing up the area of all individual cropping periods (so-called “subcrops”).
To quantify the performances of cropping systems we compute grid-cell level 20-years average
crop yields in each simulation period and GCM. In addition, we compute the total calorie
production of all crops as the area-weighted sum of their calories content (formula and
parameters as in Minoli et al. (accepted for publication), see Chapter 2).
To assess climate change impacts under different management assumptions, we compute
the yield and production changes between the future (2080-2099) and the reference time
period (1986-2005). Moreover, in order to isolate the management effects from the climate
effects, we compare the yield differences between contrasting management scenarios under
the same future time period (2080-2099). We account for uncertainty due to climate scenario
by expressing the evaluation metrics of crop area and yields as the mean and range across
the four GCMs, while patterns of categorical variables are described reporting the number
of GCMs for which a certain pattern is observed. Global maps of categorical variables are
shown for one GCM only as an example as these cannot be averaged meaningfully.
We define crop cultivars based on the phenological TUs (◦ C days) required to reach maturity.
As a measure of future cultivar availability, we consider the distribution of TUs under different
scenarios.
For data processing we used R (R Core Team, 2018) and R-packages for handling netcdf4
(Pierce, 2015), performing computation (Dowle and Srinivasan, 2017; Wickham, 2011) and
plotting results Wickham, 2009.

4.3
4.3.1

Results
Reference growing periods and cultivars

Thermal unit requirements can be interpreted as crop cultivar maturity classes. To derive
cultivar global patterns, we computed locally-adapted sowing and maturity dates from climate
data and then estimated the phenological thermal units required to reach maturity (TUs, ◦ C
day) under that climate. Cropping calendars that have been computed in the reference time
period (1986-2005) are found to represent with good approximation the patterns reported by
observational datasets, which are representative for the year 2000 (Portmann, Siebert, and
Döll, 2010) (Fig. S1-S3). We therefore assume that the corresponding TUs give a plausible
representation of the cultivars grown in that period. The computed TUs (Fig. 4.1 and Fig.
S4) show large variation for each individual crop, with interdecile ranges (10th and 90th
percentiles) from about 1370◦ C days (maize) to 2900◦ C days (wheat) (excluding the area
where the shortest maturing cultivars are selected). This illustrates the vast phenotypic
resources that allow for grain crops adaptability across very diverse climates. Moreover,
within these ranges, each crop shows a different distribution of cultivar maturity classes (Fig.
4.1), in which the more extreme classes (very short or long maturing cultivars) are found
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to cover smaller shares of the current cropland of the five crops considered here (630 Mha)
(Portmann, Siebert, and Döll, 2010) .

Figure 4.1: Crop cultivars distribution across the global cropland under reference (1986-2005)
and complete adaptation (2080-2099) scenarios. The bars display cropland shares (%) to which
classes of cultivars are assigned. Cultivars classes are represented by intervals of thermal unit
requirements (TUs) to reach maturity. TUs ares computed under the respective climate and
growing periods. Grid cell level thermal units represent the mean across GCMs. Grid cells where
the adaptation algorithm cannot find a suitable growing period, therefore selecting the shortest
maturing cultivar (GPmin) are excluded.

4.3.2

Growing periods and cultivars under future climate

In the first set of future simulations, (unchanged management scenario) we assess what
would happen if farmers did not take any action in response to climate change and continued
applying the current agronomic practices (sowing dates and cultivars) under 2080-2099
climate. This scenario is unrealistic, but it is a typical assumption in climate change impact
studies (e.g. Rosenzweig et al. (2014)). Even though sowing dates and cultivars remain the
same as the historical ones (not shown as curves of reference and unchanged management in
Fig. 4.2A,B perfectly overlap), we find an overall decline in growing period durations (Fig.
4.2C). This is a consequence of increased temperatures that determines faster accumulation
of thermal units and thus advancement in maturity dates.
In the complete adaptation scenario, we assume farmers to adapt sowing dates and cultivars
to future climate (2080-2099, RCP 6.0). According to the agro-climatic classification applied
here, we find that future global patterns of temperature and precipitation seasonality do not
substantially change. About 88.6[86.0,91.2]% of the area do not change in seasonality class
(mean[range] across GCMs) (Fig. 4.3B and Fig. S5B-S7B).
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Consequently, in most regions, future sowing dates are determined based on climatological
factors similar to the historical ones (Fig. 4.3A). In the temperate zones, sowing dates remain
temperature driven, depending on the onset (or cessation for winter wheat) of the warm
season. Due to an earlier spring onset, temperature dependent sowing dates of all crops
(except winter wheat) occur earlier than in the reference scenario (on 52.8[51.0,54.6]% of the
cropland sowing dates advance of more than seven days). As opposed, in the sub-tropics
sowing dates remain precipitation driven to capture seasonal water availability and appear
relatively constant (only 26.1[21.6,32.6]% of the area shows changes larger than seven days),
indicating that the timing of the wet season is projected to have little variation in these
particular climate scenarios (Fig.S8).
Despite small changes in seasonality types we find an overall increase in growing season
temperature levels. Particularly, the share of current cultivated area subject to temperatures
exceeding crop-specific optima for yield formation (see Minoli et al. (2019)) increases from
66.8[64.8,68.8]% (Fig. 4.1C) to 91.2[84.2,95.7]% (Fig. 4.1D) in the reference climate scenario
and at the end of the century, respectively (mean changes across GCMs). Note that “high
temperatures” refer here to long-term monthly averages, which do not represent abnormal
extreme heat events, but rather long periods of continuously high temperatures within the
year. We assume that the farmer considers those as usual weather conditions, demanding for
adjusting the choice of adequate cultivars.
We find that cultivars adapted to future climate generally require more TUs (Fig. 4.1 and
Fig. 4.2B). Wheat is an exception as adapting winter wheat to higher temperatures requires
both delaying sowing and advancing harvest (Fig. S8 and S9). It is evident that cultivars
that are currently only marginally in place, and thus covering small land shares, may become
very prominent under future scenarios. Due to higher global temperatures, the increase in
TUs will be necessary. Nevertheless, we find that adapted growing periods are shorter than
in the reference in some areas. The duration of the adapted growing periods is similar to
the reference growing periods (median close to zero), but the distribution of the differences
shows that the adaptation algorithm selects both longer and shorter growing periods (Fig.
4.2C), resulting in a scattered picture of variation in growing period lengths (Fig.S9).
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Figure 4.2: Climate change effects on sowing dates, cultivars and growing periods under
different management assumptions for the five crops. Kernel density plots of grid-cell level (A)
sowing dates, (B) thermal unit requirements and (C) boxplots of growing period change from the
reference scenario are displayed for individual crops and management assumptions, each including
all grid cells of both rainfed and irrigated cropland. Values in each grid cell are averaged across
the four GCMs. Colors indicate the management setting: unchanged management (red) and
complete adaptation (blue), respectively. In the kernel density plots, for an interval of values on
the x-axis, the area underneath the curve indicates the probability density of those values; for
the full x-axis range the area equals one.
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Figure 4.3: Seasonality and agro-climatic zones under reference and future climate. Panel (A)
displays the seasonality types under historical climate (1986-2005). Panel (B) shows changes by
2080-2099 (RCP6.0) through highlighting the updated class in regions of change only. Seasonality
classification is based on the main climate limitation to crop sowing dates in each grid cell Waha et
al. (2012). Panel (C) and (D) display the global cropland area allocated to different agro-climatic
zones under reference (1986-2005) and future climate (2080-2099, RCP6.0). “No seasonality”
refers to low seasonal variation in both temperature and precipitation; “Precipitation seasonality”
is where precipitation dominates seasonality, and “Mixed seasonality” covers both regions
with temperature as dominant factor regions with temperature and precipitation seasonality.
“Temperature level” refers to the temperature of the warmest month compared to crop-specific
thresholds relevant to yield formation, where “Low” means that monthly temperature is always
below the minimum level; “Mid” that temperatures are between the minimum and the optimum;
“High” that temperature of the warmest month is higher than the optimum. Cropland masks are
based on MIRCA2000 (Portmann, Siebert, and Döll, 2010). This figure shows results based on
the HadGEM2-ES GCM as one example, other GCMs show generally the same patterns (see SI).
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4.3.3

Adaptation effects on crop production

Globally, the effects of climate change on total crop calorie production (Peta calories =
1015 calories) appear positive, even in absence of adaptation measures. Under unchanged
management, despite the shortening of the crop growing periods due to accelerated phenology
Fig. 4.2, production increases by +9.2[4.9,11.8]% (dark red bar in Fig. 4.4A, all crops).
These positive effects are largely due to CO2 fertilization. C3 species (rice, soybean and
wheat) are indeed much more responsive than C4 species (maize and sorghum) to increased
CO2 concentration (dark red bars in Fig. 4.4A, single crop panels). Furthermore, under
the counterfactual scenario with static CO2 fixed at the baseline level, total production
is decreased by -13.2[-17.5,-9.9]% (light red bars in Fig. 4.4A, all crops). The impact is
consistently negative for each crop and almost everywhere on the current cropland (bottomleft panel in Fig. 4.4B). The spatial patterns reveal that differences exist in CO2 fertilization
effects across regions. For instance, climate change impacts in large areas within the
subtropics remain negative, although they are slightly alleviated by increased CO2 (top-left
panel in Fig. 4.4B).
Altogether, our results show that growing periods and cultivars, as computed by the rulebased approach, can be an effective adaptation measure to climate change. Under complete
adaptation and dynamic CO2 , total crop calories production increases by 19.0[13.6,22.3]%,
showing positive effects for all five crops (dark blue bars in Fig. 4.4A). Spatial patterns
indicate that adaptation helps exploiting the beneficial effects of CO2 fertilization, especially
in temperate and arid zones. Additionally, across large portions of the subtropical regions,
adapted growing periods turn negative production changes into positive ones (top-right
panel in Fig. 4.4B). The counterfactual scenario with static CO2 proves the potential of
growing period adaptation, which can globally alleviate production decline (-4.2[-9.0,-0.7]%,
9 percentage points less than without adaptation) (Fig. 4.4A). Compared to the unchanged
management scenario, climate change impacts are still persisting in many grid cells, yet they
are generally lower, neutral or even positive under this scenario. The effects of adaptation in
the tropics appear more beneficial than those of CO2 fertilization (bottom-right panel in
Fig. 4.4B). Being growing periods adjusted to capture more seasonal precipitation in these
regions, the effect might indicate that here crop growth is limited more by water than by
CO2 .
Under the delayed adaptation scenario we assume that sowing and cultivar adapted to the
2060-2079 climate are used under the 2080-2099 climate. We find that delayed adaptation
(green boxes in Fig. 4.4A) is slightly less effective than complete adaptation in 2080-2099,
indicating that the adaptation algorithm consistently captures the more favorable conditions
for the specified time period. Overall, these results point at the drastic overestimation of
climate change impacts on crop production that might occur if sowing dates and cultivars
are assumed to remain unchanged under future climates.
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Figure 4.4: Effect of climate change on crop calories production assuming different CO2 and
management settings. Calories production of individual crops at the grid-cell level is computed
as the product of crop-specific grain yield, calories content and harvested area. The change is
computed as the relative difference (%) between production in the future (2080-2099) and in the
reference time period (1986-2005). (A) Relative change of global calories production shown for
both all crops and each individual crop. (B) Relative change of grid-cell level production of all
crops. The bars and segments represent respectively the mean and the range across four GCMs.

4.3.4

Isolating management effects on crop yields

In order to isolate the management effects from the climate effects, we compute the difference
between adapted (complete adaptation) and non-adapted (unchanged management) yields
under the same future time period (2080-2099). We find that the difference is generally
positive (Fig. 4.4A). Particularly, for maize, rice, sorghum, soybean and wheat respectively,
median absolute yield changes are 0.29, 0.40, 0.09, 0.21 and 0.02 Mg ha−1 (Fig. 4.4A), which
correspond to median relative changes of 17.2, 14.3, 13.8, 14.5 and 1.7 %. Overall, changes
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reported in absolute terms appear small. It should be noted that, impact assessment studies
usually report relative yield changes (%) only. We believe that reporting yield changes also
in absolute terms (Mg ha−1 ) gives a more robust picture. In fact, relative changes tend to
emphasize small differences occurring on less productive areas or crops, whereas absolute
changes somewhat distort the comparison across crops, because 1 Mg ha−1 of change can be
a huge difference for generally low productive crops and vice versa. Moreover, although small
in absolute terms, yield changes at the grid level can substantially affect total production at
the global scale (Fig. 4.4). Furthermore, differences of 1 Mg ha−1 in long term average yield
can be relevant for producers also at the farm level (Karapinar and Özertan, 2019).
We find that almost all realized harvest reasons, show median positive effects on yields
(Fig. 4.5A), indicating that the different strategies to select adapted cultivars in fact help in
capturing the seasonal temperature and water resources. Yet, we also find some apparent
"maladaptation" cases, where the adapted growing periods have adverse yield effects. These
are mostly occurring in areas where the rule finds strong limitations to crop growth, such
as too high temperatures or too dry growing seasons, and it selects the shortest maturity
cultivars (light green boxes in Fig. 4.5A). Particularly, we find that the negative yield
changes occur especially where there is a switch to the shortest growing period, while the
yield response is positive in areas where the shortest maturing cultivar was chosen both in
the reference and in the future scenario (Fig. S10). Note that the areas in which this effect
occurs represent a relatively small share of the total area of each crop (light green boxes in
Fig. 4.5B).

4.4

Discussion

In recent years an increasing number of studies on agricultural systems under climate change
have shifted the focus from considering impacts only to adaptation strategies assessments
(Porter, Howden, and Smith, 2017). Still, at the global scale the scarcity of information on
crop management and its temporal evolution is challenging the implementation of adaptation
scenarios in crop models (Challinor et al., 2014). Many studies indicate that current
farming practices such as growing periods and cultivar choice are the result of more or less
gradual adjustments and optimization of the cropping systems (Vasey, 2002; Parent et al.,
2018; Kahiluoto et al., 2018; Karapinar and Özertan, 2019) carried out by both farmers
and extension services over centuries and decades. Here we present a first application of
agronomic rule-based approaches to project current farmers’ decision-making rules on sowing
dates and cultivar selection into future scenarios. Additionally, we assess the resulting effects
on yields of five major staple crops on the present global cropland.
Adaptation in growing period management alone can increase global crop production
by 10 percentage points (difference in production change between complete adaptation)
and unchanged management). Although negative climate change impacts cannot be fully
compensated everywhere, we find that phenological adaptation reduces differences among
regions, especially between temperate and tropical regions, as also reported by Aggarwal
et al. (2019). Some of this adaptation will be implemented by the farmers alone as they
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Figure 4.5: Isolated management effects on crop yields. The management effect on yields (panel
A) is computed as the difference between complete adaptatation and unchanged management
scenarios under the same future climate (2080-2099). The colors indicate the realized harvest
reason under complete adaptatation, which according to Minoli et al. (2019), is the agronomic
factor defining the most suitable growing period length in each grid cell. The number of data
points of all boxes within each crop is given by the number of crop-specific cropland grid cells,
times the four GCMs. Boxes in panel A display the interquartile range, horizontal lines depict
the median value. Whiskers extend to the maximum and minimum value within 1.5 time the
interquartile range. Outliers outside this range are not shown. Panel (B) displays the total crop
area corresponding to the grid cells of each box in the panel above.

will also observe changing conditions and will simply respond to these as good as they can,
e.g. by changing sowing dates (Karapinar and Özertan, 2019). New cultivars will, however,
require concerted action of farmers (selecting), breeders (creating) and markets (providing).
Even if cultivars with similar TU requirements as cultivars elsewhere exist already, it is
questionable whether these can be directly transferred between regions. Differences in day
length requirements might hamper phenological adaptation across latitudes (van Bussel
et al., 2015; Pugh et al., 2016). Whilst, in regions with functional markets, breeders work
to provide cultivars adapted to the farmers’ needs (Voss-Fels et al., 2019), in others, the
predominance of on-farm seed production systems can limit the introduction of new cultivars
(Singh, Prasad, and Reddy, 2013). Exploiting the full growing season adaptation potential
will thus depend on functional, fair, and sustainable markets in less developed regions,
including the infrastructure necessary for providing those markets (IFPRI, 2009).
Our results demonstrate the importance of accounting for farmers’ decision making in
bio-physical modeling of climate change impacts on crop yields. Apart from crop models’
tendency to overestimate the effect of growing season response to warming (Zhu et al., 2019),
an assessment that is based on static sowing dates and cultivar choice helps to understand
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how crop growth is affected by changing climatic conditions. Such an assessment, however,
does not provide information on how future agricultural production systems will be affected
by climate change (Minoli et al. (accepted for publication), see Chapter 2). With new
methodologies to assess changes in growing season management (e.g. Waha et al. (2012),
Iizumi, Kim, and Nishimori (2019), and Minoli et al. (2019), see Chapter 3), climate change
scenarios can now be supplemented with scenarios on growing season management in model
experiments such as AgMIP (Rosenzweig et al., 2014; Elliott et al., 2015) and ISIMIP (Frieler
et al., 2017b). This constitutes an important first step in modeling agricultural systems
rather than just crop growth under climate change scenarios.
Our findings on future adapted crop cycles are in line with previous studies which have
focused on Europe. Particularly, earlier sowing of maize has been found to be effective for
adaptation by Dobor et al. (2016), Zimmermann et al. (2017), and Parent et al. (2018). For
winter wheat we find later sowing dates, which is in agreement with Dobor et al. (2016) and
Glotter and Elliott (2016), but not with Zimmermann et al. (2017) and Ruiz-Ramos et al.
(2018). On cultivar adaptation, our results support others’ findings from Zimmermann et al.
(2017), Ruiz-Ramos et al. (2018), and Parent et al. (2018) that find benefits in using longer
maturing cultivars, especially in cooler and wetter regions, as opposed to the benefit of using
shorter cycles in South-western Europe and in Mediterranean regions (Fig. S11), in order to
escape terminal water stress (spring sown crops) or high temperatures during grain filling
(winter wheat). Yet, this latter strategy can at times result in lower yields (Fig. 4.4A, wheat)
demanding for breeding towards stress-tolerant cultivars (Semenov et al., 2014). Rezaei et al.
(2018) found a decline in TUs of modern winter wheat cultivars, released in Germany after
1960s. Under future climate, our simulations suggest an additional decline of TUs in those
regions where winter wheat was selected also in the reference scenario (Fig. S11).
The rule-based adaptation algorithm used here considers long-term averages of temperature,
precipitation and evapotranspiration. It therefore selects sowing dates and cultivars based
on usual weather conditions of a given location. We do not consider short term adjustments
of practices that are likely to occur on a yearly base, such as the inter-annual variability of
sowing dates to match variable spring- or rainy-season onsets. On the other hand, we consider
an inter-annual variability of maturity dates, as the rate of phenological progress varies
according to the yearly temperature profile. It should also be noted that our adaptation
algorithm does not consider the occurrence of extreme weather conditions, although these are
expected to become more frequent in the future (Gourdji, Sibley, and Lobell, 2013; Deryng
et al., 2014). Similar to Asseng et al. (2018), our adaptation rules for spring-sown crops
escapes temperatures above the crop optima for yield formation by delaying anthesis. It
does not, however, consider the possibility that extreme temperatures, potentially damaging
the crop, might occur in the previous vegetative phase. Yet, also the LPJmL-PHU model,
as the majority of currently state-of-the-art crop models, does not explicitly simulate heat
stress effects (Rezaei, Siebert, and Ewert, 2015), although some might be implicitly captured
(Schauberger et al., 2017). Further adaptation rules might need to account for additional
stress factors, such as the return time of crop specific critical temperatures (Hatfield et al.,
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2011a; Gourdji, Sibley, and Lobell, 2013) or droughts (Daryanto, Wang, and Jacinthe, 2017)
that could permanently damage the crop and reduce the final yield.
Previous studies (Rezaei, Siebert, and Ewert, 2017) found that trends in crop phenology are
crop specific as farmers might take different factors into account that we do not consider
here, such as the availability of cultivars with different improved traits (e.g. early flowering
cultivars, longer grain filling phase, higher planting densities). One limit of our study is
that we apply the same general rule (although differently parametrized for each crop) for
adaptation of all crops. This is a simplification due to the global scale of the study, where
we lack information on cultivar breeding trends, and therefore assume global values for
physiological parameters. Moreover, the big data gap about the phenological stages between
sowing and harvesting, such as canopy development and flowering time, constrain our ability
to assess the effects of such improved traits.
We finally assessed the effect of contrasting management scenarios on yields.

The

representation of yield responses to weather fluctuations in process-based crop models
is uncertain and can be improved by more accurate input data on farming management
including parametrizing phenology (Elliott et al., 2015; Frieler et al., 2017a; Elliott et al.,
2018; Jägermeyr and Frieler, 2018). The approach applied here is capable of reproducing
historical cropping calendars based on climate data. The same decision-making rules under
future climate scenario on present cropland can be effective in reducing negative impacts or
even exploiting more favorable conditions, supporting the recent findings from Zimmermann
et al., 2017 and Parent et al., 2018. Yet, the rule-based approach applied here is only one of
the possible strategies that can be used in the future. The adaptation potential should be
assessed by integrating biophysical with socio-economic aspects, e.g. land use change and
technological progress, that can have much larger effects than the biophysical ones, such as
climate change and management (Zimmermann et al., 2017; Iizumi, Kim, and Nishimori,
2019; Leng and Huang, 2017; King et al., 2018). The growing season rules of Minoli et al.,
2019 can also be extended to assume new cultivars that have, e.g., different sensitivities to
drought or heat so that scenarios on technological development can be accounted for.
The adaptation algorithm applied in this work allows for determining the most constraining
climatic and physiological factors to crop growth that can limit the sowing and harvest time
windows in each location. This can help identifying both the locations and the underlying
reasons that render adaptation to climate change more challenging. Particularly, we could
identify (i) the area that will require the use of extreme crop cultivars; (ii) growing periods
that will include high temperatures, likely more prone to experience heat stress; (iii) areas
where the adaptation algorithm cannot find a suitable growing season, therefore choosing the
shortest maturing cultivar. Here, our results indicate that the switch to the shortest growing
season is too drastic, as we found maladaptation to occur in many of these cases. Future
studies could then focus on such regions to further explore adaptation options, specific to
those growing conditions. This final finding is in line with Pugh et al., 2016 which find that
in the future, increasingly large areas of the current cropland have no climate analogues with
past climate, which could lead to substantial shifts in land-use patterns.
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Future research will have to advance on the integration of bio-physical responses to changing
environmental conditions, such as climate change, and socio-economic decision making. We
here demonstrate the importance of farmers’ decision making that is only driven by their
experience of climate conditions. This can now much better inform economic modeling
on future growing conditions than assessments that merely look at static growing season
management (e.g. Müller and Robertson (2013)). Moreover, the presented work could
become the basis for other decision making on, e.g. priced inputs, such as fertilizers (e.g.
Popp et al. (2017)), irrigation water (Bonsch et al., 2015) or research (Dietrich et al., 2014).
Human decision making needs to be the next focus in modeling agricultural systems under
climate change. We here demonstrate the importance of accounting for decision making
in growing season management. The relatively simple, purely climate-driven rules can be
advanced by including more socio-economic aspects, such as access to varieties and labor
during adapted planting seasons. However they help to break the lock on working with static
growing season assumptions.
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5
General summary and conclusions
5.1

Synthesis

Atmospheric composition and climatic conditions are of vital importance for terrestrial plants.
In consequence, changes in CO2 concentration, temperature and precipitation, as projected
for a continuation of current trends, are posing a risk to cropping systems across the world.
The productivity of future cropping systems depends on their resilience to climate change,
which is their ability to absorb disturbances and reorganize so as to persist under changing
conditions (Walker et al., 2004). The capacity of systems to adapt is an essential property
for maintaining resilience (Folke et al., 2010). With an agro-ecological modelling approach
this thesis explores options to adapt globally cultivated staple crops to climate change.
Specifically, the focus is on the importance of crop phenology in response to climate change
and on its management by varying growing periods and cultivars. The thesis is guided by the
overarching research question: “Can global cropping systems be adapted to climate change
by managing crop phenology?” Being the key driver of crop phenology, temperature is the
main climatic variable considered throughout the three central chapters, complemented by
exploring its interactions with precipitation and changes in atmospheric CO2 concentration.
The central metric for the evaluation of crop performance is the yield, which is of crucial
importance for agronomists, who aim at optimizing the harvested product per unit of land.
Additionally, because the energy content of food is central for human nutrition (Willett et al.,
2019), yields are converted into their calorie equivalents. Calorie yields are further converted
into calorie production (the product of calorie yield and cropland area), to aggregate and
weight yields across different crops and spatial scales, as commonly done in studies that
address land use, food security, and trade of agricultural products (Elliott et al., 2014; Müller
et al., 2015; Popp et al., 2017).
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5.1.1

Does maintaining today’s growing periods help to mitigate negative
impacts from global warming?

Chapter 2 presents results from an ensemble of seven Global Gridded Crop Models. These
have been used to quantify the impacts of temperature increase on the productivity of
major grain crops and their adaptation potential under different management assumptions.
In order to evaluate adaptation measures that are specifically targeted at counteracting
warming-induced yield reductions, the modelling experiment is designed to isolate the effect
of temperature from that of CO2 and precipitation changes.
Assuming no land use change and no adjustment in crop management, aggregated global
production is estimated to decline linearly with temperature increase, resulting in a 30%
loss of calories produced at 6 K of warming. Phenology is shown to be a key mechanism of
temperature impacts. In more than two thirds of the simulated locations, decreasing yields
are associated with a shortening of the growing periods. This effect can be avoided by using
new cultivars with adapted phenology that maintain the original growing period length under
each tested level of warming. This measure would fully compensate global warming-induced
losses of calorie production up to 2 K of temperature increase, whereas losses compensation
would be only partial at higher temperature offsets. For some crops and regions, maintaining
today’s growing periods under increasing temperature even amplifies the negative impacts, as
it would expose crops to more severe water stress. Moreover, results of this study show that
irrigation has the potential to aid phenology management in maintaining crop production
above the baseline level up to high degrees of warming. Yet, it is argued that converting
crops from rainfed to irrigated cannot be considered as ‘true adaptation’, because it does
not directly reduce negative temperature effects. Conversely, irrigation is recognized to have
large intensification potentials, with +20% of global calorie production in the ideal case of
unlimited water availability. In practice however, exploiting this potential will only partially
be feasible under climate change, as a result of decreasing water available for irrigation,
especially in already water-scarce areas (Elliott et al., 2014). On the other hand, Elliott et al.
(2014) find that water supply might increase in regions with already large shares of irrigated
cropland, allowing for further expanding irrigation in these areas. Interestingly though, the
increase in water supply found in their study is partially attributed to the shortening of
crop growing periods. Therefore, it should be expected that this potential for expanding
irrigation would be lost if combined with cultivar adaptation, which in Chapter 2 is the
scenario showing the highest potential for reducing crop production losses. Given the scarcity
of such an important determinant for agricultural productivity, improved water management
is imperative. Irrigation expansion should therefore be complemented by measures that
enhance crop water use, such as switching to more efficient irrigation systems, as well as
optimizing the use of precipitation water in rainfed systems (Jägermeyr et al., 2016).
Chapter 2 puts emphasis on the capacity of phenology management as a measure to counteract
the temperature impacts on crop productivity. Yet, it also shows that a simple one-sizefits-all measure would not serve the purpose of adapting crop production in all regions
globally. Therefore, such simplified approach is not sufficient to describe realistic adaptation
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measures in global crop modelling studies and to understand the potential of phenologybased adaptation. Tailoring phenology management to local conditions requires a deeper
understanding of the underlying drivers and processes, before dynamically implementing
phenology-based adaptation into global crop models.

5.1.2

What are the main drivers and decision-making rules that determine global patterns of grain crop phenology?

The parametrization of crop cultivars and their phenology in global crop models has been
a challenge for long. Although global datasets on crop growing periods have allowed
advancements in global-scale crop model simulations (Elliott et al., 2018; Jägermeyr and
Frieler, 2018), there is a knowledge gap in how these could evolve under climate change.
Simplified approaches, as the one presented in Chapter 2 have proven to be effective for
disentangling the different effects of climate change on crop growth along with systematically
assessing a limited set of adaptation strategies. Yet, they are inadequate in accounting for
local differences that require multiple adaptation measures, such as shifting sowing dates,
selecting longer or shorter maturing cultivars and adjusting the timing of sensitive growth
phases.
Chapter 3 proposes to formalize agronomic thinking in order to simulate how farmers make
decisions on crop growing periods, based on local climatic conditions. This study builds
on previous work conducted by Waha et al. (2012), that defined globally valid rules to
estimate locally-adapted sowing dates for different crops. Here, a novel approach is developed
to estimate the timing of harvest. Given the crop sowing date and climatic conditions of
the area under cultivation, the algorithm seeks a suitable harvest date by matching crop
physiological requirements with the climate seasonal profiles.
The main finding is that current phenology of grain crops can be largely explained by
globally uniform rules. In fact, farmers’ seasonal decisions appear to be driven by analogous
agro-ecological factors in most locations and for all explored major grain crops. Particularly,
farmers adapt sowing and harvest dates to grow crops under the best available weather
conditions. Each crop is characterized by specific ranges of temperature that allow for
optimizing biomass growth and yield formation and that differ by phenological phases. In
order to optimally use available resources, sowing is carried out as soon as the growing
season factors allow the crop to establish and grow (Waha et al., 2012). The timing of the
crop reproductive phase is crucial in defining the duration of the crop cycle. Crops are
less tolerant to stresses during their reproductive than during their vegetative phases of
development, so that farmers aim at adjusting growing periods to expose the grain formation
to optimal temperatures and to avoid water stress (Minoli et al., 2019).
This work is a major advancement over the previous approaches to phenology adaptation
under climate change. (1) Instead of deducing model-specific cultivar parameters, based on
statistical relationships built between climate and crop phenology (e.g. van Bussel et al.
(2015)), it computes the anticipated end of growing periods (harvest dates) from a farmer’s
perspective, intending to select the best growing period of a climatic year. Model-specific
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parameters can then be chosen to represent suitable cultivars to be grown within that growing
period. (2) It provides a more sophisticated base for gap-filling of global-scale datasets on
growing periods, allowing to parametrize crop phenology in regions where observational data
are missing. These include areas outside the current cropland, which is of particular interest
for e.g. land-use change studies. In order to assess the potential of cropland expansion or
change in crop-type distribution, it is necessary to make assumptions on which agronomic
management would be applied to crops grown in new areas, including the selection of locallyadapted growing periods. (3) Finally, it explicitly and dynamically simulates how farmers
would adjust both sowing and cultivars under future climate, allowing for dynamically
simulating adjustments in farmers’ management decisions on sowing and cultivars.

5.1.3

What are the effects of decision-based adaptation in growing periods
on crop yields and production under climate change?

Chapter 4 explores crop yield impacts and adaptation under end-of-the-century climate
scenarios including CO2 , temperature and precipitation changes. The decision-based approach
presented in Chapter 3 is used here to estimate crop sowing and harvest dates adapted to
both historical and future climate and to parametrize crop phenology in the global crop
model LPJmL.
In the unchanged management scenario, farmers are assumed to apply the same sowing dates
and cultivars both in the reference time period and at the end of the century, as it is typically
done in impact assessment studies (Rosenzweig et al., 2014; Nelson et al., 2013; Deryng
et al., 2016). Even with this unrealistic assumption, simulated climate change effects on
total calorie production are found to be positive (+9%). At first sight, this result appears in
contrast with what has been found in Chapter 2 (drastic production decline with temperature
increase). However, it should be noted that the climate scenarios tested here consider also
changes in CO2 and precipitation, which were not included in the previous study. Under
counterfactual scenarios with CO2 concentration fixed at the reference level, climate change
impacts are found to be negative for all crops and world regions, indicating that the positive
yield response is largely due to the CO2 fertilization effect that can be realized by C3 crops.
In the complete adaptation scenario, farmers are assumed to adapt sowing dates and cultivars
to future climate. In the temperate zones adapted sowing dates occur earlier compared to
the reference scenario, as a consequence of an advanced onset of warm temperatures. In
contrast, the start of the wet season in the sub-tropics appears to be relatively stable, leading
to little variation in sowing dates. The algorithm selects growing periods so as to expose
the grain formation to optimal climatic conditions. Adaptation therefore results in shorter,
equal or longer growing periods compared to the reference ones. However, due to an overall
increase in growing season temperatures, cultivars adapted to future climate are generally of
longer maturity classes (except for winter wheat).
This study highlights that accounting for crop phenological adaptation substantially affects
estimates of climate change impacts on global crop production under future climate. The
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decision-based adapted growing periods are shown to generally have positive effects on
crop production and yields. On top of the CO2 fertilization effect, adaptation leverages
global calorie production by an additional 10%. The counterfactual scenario with static CO2
concentration highlights the importance of adapting growing periods, especially in those
regions, like the tropics, where CO2 fertilization is unable to compensate for production losses.
However, in certain regions climate impacts cannot be avoided by adjusting crop phenology.
Particularly, these are found in areas where the climate conditions become too hot and/or
too dry, so that the algorithm cannot find a suitable growing period for crop growth. This
might indicate that other adaptation strategies will be needed, possibly including changes in
cropping systems (Vermeulen et al., 2018).

5.2
5.2.1

Discussion
Modelling farmers decisions for autonomous adaptation

Farmers modify their agricultural practices to maintain or increase productivity and
profitability of their cropping systems and to respond to changing conditions. If scientific
knowledge and technology are reliable and readily applicable, farmers and practitioners can
benefit from it to improve and adapt their production systems. On the contrary, when science
cannot provide adequate advise, they have to look for solutions based on their own experience
and trialing (Doré et al., 2011). In short, informed either by science or autonomously, farmers
will react to climate change. Therefore, to ignore adaptation in crop models means neglecting
a fundamental part of cropping systems’ flexibility.
Yet, adaptation of cropping systems to climate change is currently an on-going and unresolved
research topic. Due to knowledge gaps on how farmers make decisions, crop modelling is
bound to simulate future crop-yield responses under the assumption that farmers will be using
the same agricultural practices of today. Alternatively, modelling can inspect sets of possible
scenarios to identify the most viable one (Zimmermann et al., 2017; Ruiz-Ramos et al.,
2018). Especially if applied at the global scale, this second approach requires substantial
computational resources, due to the rapidly increasing number of required scenarios, the
more adaptation strategies need to be simultaneously examined (refer to Chapter 2 as an
example).
Focusing on crop phenology, this thesis covers fundamental aspects of climate change
adaptation. Certainly, the choice of cultivars and sowing dates are agronomic decisions
that all farmers make in order to optimize production of grain yield on their farm. In
Chapter 3, it is shown how strongly these decisions depend on climate and how current
crop phenological patters reflect climatic patterns of different locations. The decision-based
algorithm can reproduce current crop phenological patterns (adapted to recent climate)
with good approximation and is, more importantly, an effective tool for projecting growing
periods under future climate scenarios. This work improves the understanding of the farmers’
decision-making process (Chapter 3) and it allows better assessments of future climate change
impacts (Chapter 4).
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Still, many aspects of agronomic decision making are not accounted for. These include (i)
the soil conditions, which determine the actual workability and crop germination; (ii) the
year-to-year variation in actual sowing within a given sowing window; and (iii) the spatial
variability within the model simulation units (grid cells), because of weather fluctuations
or labor organization within individual farms. Furthermore, only mono-cropping systems
(growing a single crop per year) have been modelled in this study. Although, these are
the most common systems globally (Siebert, Portmann, and Döll, 2010), global warming is
changing the growing season length, increasing the area where multi-cropping systems could
potentially be implemented (Mueller et al., 2015). Understanding growing period decisions
in these systems will require further research.
The results presented in Chapter 4 are of interest for evaluating not only the adaptation
potential to future climate, but also the actual capacity of doing so of current production
systems. Results show for example that to continue growing the same crops on their current
cultivation area, farmers will need to use longer maturing cultivars in most regions. In some
cases however, the adapted cropping period may be obtained only if using new cultivars with
heat-sum requirements that are currently very marginal or not available at all. The breeding
and cultivar release process is long and costly and it would profit from information of breeding
targets for climate change adaptation (Challinor et al., 2016). If uncertainty is accounted
for, this approach could be of help to breeders. This could complement previously published
methods to find analogue agro-climatic conditions in other regions of the globe where the
future target germplasm could be already available (Pugh et al., 2016), by providing such
indications also where no analogues are found. Moreover, it could allow for identifying
trait-selection priorities, based on the identification of growing season limiting factors (e.g.
harvest rule and harvest reason, as explained in Chapter 3 and 4).

5.2.2

Agronomic adaptation of crop yields to climate change: looking
beyond phenology management

Phenology is not the only agronomic way for adapting crops to a changing climate.
Nonetheless, the timing of many other field operations relevant for adaptation is usually
defined based on weather and crop phenology (Debaeke and Aboudrare, 2004; Hutchings
et al., 2012). For example, most soil-tillage operations need to be carried out outside the
crop growing periods, whereas others are possible only at specific phenological stages, such
as inter-row cultivation. Fertilizer-use efficiency can be increased if application rates are split
to follow the crop nutrient demand throughout its growth pattern. Finally, agrochemical
products for pest and disease management need to be applied at specific growth stages to be
effective. Therefore, the approach presented in this thesis for dynamically simulating crop
phenology adaptation can be the base for implementing these practices within process-based
models.
In addition, breeding new cultivars for climate adaptation does not merely target adjustments
in phenology, but it may also aim to improve crops’ stress tolerance and resistance (Semenov
et al., 2014; Mega et al., 2019). This was not taken into account in the studies presented
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here. However, the rule-based approach for adjusting growing periods to climate relies on
biophysically meaningful parameters, such as the range of optimum temperatures for crop
development and growth, or the crop sensitivities to water scarcity based on supply and
demand of water. This would allow for testing adaptation through cultivars improved for
other traits than phenology. For example varying the P/PET ratios or the crop optimum
temperature parameters could be used to simulate cultivars with higher or lower tolerance to
dry periods or high temperatures, respectively. Also the length of phenological phases is an
explicit parameter in the algorithm that can be adjusted to simulate breeding for e.g. longer
grain filling. Additionally, the approach could be used for testing the existence of trade-offs
between cultivar traits, such as whether enhanced stress resistance comes in compromise
with e.g. a worse crop harvest index.
An outcome of this work is that tropical regions are the most threatened by climate change.
In the tropics, also when considering CO2 fertilization effects, stronger climate change
impacts were found. Moreover, phenology management does not show a large potential for
adaptation there, although it can in many cases partially compensate production losses. The
studies in Chapter 2 and 4 both considered that new technology needed for adaptation (i.e.
cultivars with adapted phenology) would be equally available across locations. However,
research, technology and infrastructures are not equally well distributed. In some regions,
adaptation will likely have higher costs to be implemented than in others, e.g. because of
the difficult access to germplasm and/or to credit by the local seed producing companies
(Langyintuo et al., 2008). This emphasizes the need for research to pay more attention
to the location-specific context and preconditions of successful adaptation measures. In
fact, if costs are too high it might be more convenient to import food from other regions
or to switch cultivation to a different crop, than to invest money in adaptation through
technological change or improved cultivars (Stevanović et al., 2016). Such evaluation goes
beyond the scope of this thesis and can be better addressed by economics and land use
modelling. These disciplines usually rely on biophysical crop yield simulations (Nelson et al.,
2013), and will be better informed by biophysical crop-models that simulate yields taking
into account cultivar adaptation. Solutions should be assessed not only in view of their
feasibility and agronomic success, but also paying attention to their sustainability, as these
might come with large-scale transformations (e.g. transition from subsistence to large-scale
farming) (Kates, Travis, and Wilbanks, 2012). Along with improving productivity, agronomic
practices should particularly preserve natural resources and minimize detrimental effects on
the environment. Moreover, they should be accessible and socially fair for farmers (Pretty,
2007). More generally, modelling future development of agriculture and farmers’ decision
making is an interdisciplinary task that requires the integration of biophysical (e.g. this
thesis) and socio-economic perspectives (Popp et al., 2017).

5.2.3

Adaptation will not occur independently of intensification and
technological change

The global population is expected to continue rising. Population might increase by 53%
until 2100, even in scenarios assuming faster decline in fertility (number of children per
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woman) (United Nations, 2015b). Together with higher annual per capita income, this is
driving up global demand of agricultural products (Godfray et al., 2010; Tilman et al., 2011;
Bodirsky et al., 2015; Food and Agriculture Organization, 2018). Because land is becoming
scarcer at the same time, an increase in productivity on current cropland is considered
essential (Godfray et al., 2010; Tilman et al., 2011; Food and Agriculture Organization,
2018), although shifts towards more sustainable and plant-based diets could reduce this
pressure (Willett et al., 2019). Increasing production without expanding agricultural land
implies obtaining higher harvest from the same land through intensification, technological
progress or other transformative changes in production systems. Moreover, these measures
could help compensating some of the production losses due to climate change in those areas
where incremental adaptation is not fully effective (e.g. results on irrigation effects in Chapter
2), as long as climate change does not simultaneously diminish the resources (e.g. water
supply) needed for such production increase (Elliott et al., 2014).
5.2.3.1

Intensification can be achieved by either increasing cropping intensity
or the yield of individual crop cycles

Higher cropping intensity (number of harvests per year) is not always a practicable option.
As shown in Chapter 3 growing periods have severe constraints due to temperature and
precipitation seasonality, which often limit even a single crop cycle per year. However, in
tropical regions and in some warmer temperate zones, multi-cropping systems are already a
common practice (Siebert, Portmann, and Döll, 2010; Waha et al., 2013; Kollas et al., 2015;
Mathison et al., 2018). Further warming can potentially allow for higher cropping intensity
and can increase the area where multiple harvests per year are possible (Mueller et al., 2015).
This will be possible only through the selection of appropriate crop and cultivars sequences
with compatible phenological cycles. The modelling approach presented in Chapter 3 could
only partially allow for the assessment of such systems. For example, it can be further
extended to include agronomic decisions on multi-cropping sequences, by prescribing a second
sowing after the main crop cycle and letting the algorithm seek for possible secondary harvest
dates. Similarly, for simulating crop rotations, additional rules should be defined, to avoid
overlapping growing periods of two crop cycles.
Field crops are rarely exposed to optimal conditions throughout the entire growing season.
Limitations are caused by climate, soil conditions and imperfect management. Improving
management in such a way as to minimize limiting factors for crop growth is what all
farmers try to do, although it has been observed that many cropping systems throughout
the world stay below potentially achievable yields (Lobell, Cassman, and Field, 2009). The
yield potential is the theoretical upper limit of yield at a given location. It is the yield of
a crop grown without any biophysical limitations other than uncontrollable factors, which
for field crops are essentially the climate and the soil properties. Yield gaps (differences
between potential and actual yields) are largely caused by deficiencies in soil water and
macronutrients (nitrogen, phosphate and potash) (Licker et al., 2010; Mueller et al., 2012).
Hence, intensification can be achieved in many regions by increasing agronomic inputs to
reduce crop stresses. In fact though, reaching 100% of the yield potential is generally not
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economically viable, because farmers aim at maximizing profit and not yields. For this
reason, in most irrigated systems, major grain crops reach at maximum 80% of their yield
potential (Lobell, Cassman, and Field, 2009). It should be noted that the yield potential is a
hypothetical metric that requires assumptions on a locally optimized combination of sowing
date and cultivar maturity (Lobell, Cassman, and Field, 2009; Fischer, 2015). Therefore, in
order to estimate future yield potentials and gaps it is once more necessary to project how
sowing dates and cultivar selection will be adapted in response to changes in climate and
technology.
5.2.3.2

Technological change in agriculture aims at improving crop yields at
both the biological (plant processes) and management (plant growing
conditions) levels

Breeding programs and bio-technologies have allowed extraordinary increases in actual and
potential crop yields (Fischer, 2015). Current cultivars are substantially different from e.g.
those antecedent the Green Revolution, and future plants will be different from today’s ones.
Traits such as phenology, canopy structure, or harvest index have been strongly modified in
the past (Khush, 2001). The progress is not always continuous, but can have abrupt increases,
as during the Green Revolution, or can reach plateaus as observed in major cereal-producing
regions in the past two to three decades (Ray et al., 2012; Grassini, Eskridge, and Cassman,
2013; Food and Agriculture Organization, 2018). Future breeding trends are difficult to
project. Nonetheless, breeding for stress tolerance (e.g. heat or water) can be expected to be
strategic for enhancing yields, even in a world without climate change, as this would allow
crops to exploit conditions outside their current physiological limits (Lobell, 2014).
Technological change has been greatly transforming also management practices in agriculture
through mechanization and agro-chemistry (Khush, 2001). Currently, the increasing access to
data and information along with new technologies (e.g. remote-sensing), are providing farmers
with tools that can improve yields and optimize the use of agronomic inputs, also accounting
for within-field variability (e.g. precision farming) (Godwin et al., 2003; Zarco-Tejada,
Hubbard, and Loudjani, 2014). Moreover, the increasing reliability of weather forecasts
and early warning systems allows for better planning of operations, such as scheduling of
irrigation and fertilization, or prediction of disease outbreaks (Calanca, 2014; Olatinwo and
Hoogenboom, 2014).
Crop models are very seldom able to represent yield trends in time due to bio-technological
change, as this would imply a dynamic change in crop traits. Exceptions are the approaches
by Glotter and Elliott (2016) and Elliott et al. (2018), in which parametrization of crops and
cultivars (thermal-unit requirements of vegetative and reproductive phases, kernel number,
radiation use efficiency) is changed linearly along the simulation time series to represent
genetic yield advancement.
It is to some extent easier to represent trends in management (e.g. extension of irrigation
facilities, increase in fertilizer application or use efficiency, change in sowing date), due
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to better data availability (Kucharik, 2006; Conant, Berdanier, and Grace, 2013; Siebert
et al., 2015; Lawrence et al., 2016). Economic models can instead include (exogenous or
endogenous) trends in crop productivity, but typically do so at an aggregated level, therefore
without distinguishing the kind of technology that produces the change (Dietrich et al., 2014).
From a modelling perspective, it is therefore interesting to have a better understanding
of potentials for productivity increase, at both the process and aggregated scales. The
evaluation of benefits from closing the yield gap or of investing in breeding programs and
technological change should be considered under the additional constraint of climate change,
as this affects the crop yield potential. Profitable yield increases under today’s conditions
can result to be ineffective in the future, if e.g. the same crops will not be able to adapt to
new climate.

5.3
5.3.1

Outlook
Applications of the adaptation modelling approach

This thesis has shown that the impacts of climate change on crop yields and production can
be greatly modified by the adaptation of crop phenology to different environmental conditions.
This aspect has not yet been considered, or at least not consistently and systematically
analyzed, in most previous global-scale analyses (Rosenzweig et al., 2014; Frieler et al.,
2017a). The approach presented here to estimate both sowing and harvest dates is ready
for application in future agricultural climate impact assessments. An interesting feature is
that the algorithm is driven by only climate data and crop-specific parameters, making it
crop-model independent and very flexible for a number of applications. Since this approach
has been developed for being combined or directly implemented in GGCMs, this is its first
area of application (Chapter 4). Moreover, the simulated sowing and harvest dates can be
used in statistical models to aggregate weather or climate statistics within adapted growing
periods (e.g. Dillon, McGee, and Oseni (2015) and Lobell and Burke (2010)).
With GGCMs being central components of biophysical Earth System Models (McDermid,
Mearns, and Ruane, 2017) as well as of Integrated Assessment Models (van Vuuren et
al., 2009), the inclusion of cultivar adaptation algorithms will allow for simulating more
realistic trajectories of food production and climate change impacts on agriculture with these
modelling frameworks. Moreover, it will be possible to assess how robust the results are
that have been obtained to date without consideration of cultivar selection and changes in
growing periods.

5.3.2

Further improvements and model development

GGCMs need to better represent phenological phases, as often these models (e.g. LPJmL
(Schaphoff et al., 2018), GEPIC (Liu et al., 2007), PEPIC (Liu et al., 2016c)) do not simulate
other intermediate phenological stages than sowing and maturity. Phenological phases,
especially those related to yield formation (e.g. flowering, grain set and grain filling), are
also of special importance in the context of climate change and adaptation (Barber et al.,
2015). The approach presented in Chapter 3 has considered the central role of the crop
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reproductive phase. Due to the lack of data on additional within growing period information
(e.g. anthesis dates) at the global scale, this aspect could not be validated. However, this
will be necessary especially for simulating heat-stress events around flowering, which are
recognized as one of the main mechanism of how global warming affects crop productivity
(Hatfield et al., 2011a). In addition, the approach in Chapter 3 includes uncertainty about
the time between maturity and harvest. After maturity it is common to let the grains dry
before harvest and storage. This management operation further exposes the crop to microbes
and animals that can damage grain quality and produce further losses (Kaaya et al., 2005).
The maturity-to-harvest phase is often neglected or assumed constant in crop models, but in
fact it is driven by weather variables and, in principle, it can also be modeled. This may be
particularly relevant in view of recently developed modelling approaches that simulate the
effects of pests and diseases on crop yields, also at the global scale (Deutsch et al., 2018).
In this thesis, data on sowing and harvest dates have been used for parametrizing the existing
phenological modules as-they-are in the GGCMs. Nonetheless, along with improving crop
models by better representing agronomic management, it is crucial to keep them up-to-date
with the most recent findings on crop pysiological responses to climatic factors (Rötter et al.,
2011). Generally, in process-based crop models the responses of phenological development
rate to temperature are based on the thermal-time concept. The different thermal-time
functions implemented in crop models have been shown to be a large source of uncertainty for
simulating both crop phenology and growth, especially at supra-optimal temperature levels
(Wang et al., 2017). Recent experimental findings have demonstrated that the temperaturedriven rates of many processes, including phenology, follow a common response function
(Parent and Tardieu, 2012). Improving crop phenology representation in models should
consider including these new finding (e.g. substituting old temperature response functions
with more sophisticated approaches that better reflect the understanding of phenological
development), in order to reduce uncertainty in the modelled speed of crop progress towards
maturation and year-to-year variability of harvest dates. Furthermore, the type of rate’s
response functions to temperature apparently is conserved across species and has not been
affected by breeding efforts so far, making it unlikely to be affected by breeding in the future
(Parent and Tardieu, 2012).
The central chapter of this thesis presents a rule-based model that can dynamically simulate
farmers’ decisions for adjusting cropping periods under changing climate. The approach has
been validated against two global scale observation-based datasets (MIRCA2000 and SAGE).
The limits of the two datasets are the relatively low resolution in space and the absence of
temporal resolution, as they provide only one point in time (around the year 2000). Future
development of this approach will profit from datasets with higher resolution. Particularly,
the time dimension would be necessary for investigating the year-to-year variability of
phenology as well as impacts of climate change on cropping periods and adaptation over
time. Remote-sensing data with very high spatial and/or temporal resolutions that separate
different crop types are becoming available (Vreugdenhil et al., 2018) and can be used for
improving understanding and modelling of farmers’ decision making, as well as for inferring
agro-technological trends from the observed phenology (e.g. increasing duration of grain
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filling phase in US maize (Glotter and Elliott, 2016)). Along with these top-down approaches,
modelling would profit from accessing information on breeding programs and their strategies
for selecting cultivars for phenological and other traits (e.g. water stress tolerance).
Finally, this thesis has addressed phenological adaptation of grain crops only. Other crop
types, such as pulses (bean, peas), root crops (potato, cassava) and oil crops (sunflower,
rapeseed) will be relevant for future global food production and their adaptation will need
to be assessed. This will require additional research to gain understanding on how farmers
select cultivars and growing periods for these crops.
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